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Abstract:  Individual reproductive output and survival are two key population vital rates 

that influence a species’ population growth (�).  There is great uncertainty regarding the 

factors that influence these vital rates in California spotted owl (Strix occidentalis 

occidentalis) populations.  Therefore, I estimated sources of variability in population vital 

rates for a marked sample of California spotted owls in the central Sierra Nevada from 

1990 to 2004.  I first reviewed the use of random effects analysis to estimate variability in 

vital rates and assessed the effect that field methods had on estimates of reproductive 

output.  I then estimated temporal and spatial sources of variability in population vital 

rates within the contexts of life history theory and habitat selection theory. 

I treated general predictions from life history theory as hypotheses that I tested 

with my data.  Temporal variability in the environment appeared to affect the number of 

young fledged (R) by owls much more than it affected their survival probability (�); � 

exhibited much less temporal variability (
∧

CV =0.04) than R (
∧

CV =0.83).  This suggested 

� was under greater selective pressure.  Weather covariates explained 84% and 60% of 

the temporal variability in R and �, respectively.  Although � was most sensitive to �, R 

contributed relatively more to annual variability in �. 

Overall, habitat composition around 400 ha of territory centers was a relatively 

good predictor of � but a poor predictor of R.  Territory colonization and � were 

positively related to the area of forest with high canopy cover (>70%) dominated by 

medium (30.4-60.9 cm dbh) and large (>61 cm dbh) trees.  Habitat composition 

explained 93% and 36% of the total spatial variability in � (
∧

CV = 0.34) and R (
∧

CV = 

0.19), respectively.  Much of the variability in � may be beyond the control of managers 

because R appeared to be highly correlated with weather and was responsible for much of 

the annual variability in �.  Never the less, because � was most sensitive to �, I concluded 

that maintaining forests with high canopy cover dominated by medium and large trees is 

essential for sustaining this population.   
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CHAPTER 1 

 

ESTIMATING VARIATION IN AVIAN REPRODUCTIVE RATES: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR STUDY DESIGN, ANALYSIS, AND REPORTING 

 

Abstract.  Inherent variability in biological phenomena can confound a researcher’s 

ability to detect a treatment response in experimental studies, and should be a measure of 

primary interest in observational studies.  Avian population studies typically consist of 

data collected from a sample of individuals over years, and sometimes from many areas.  

Factors such as study area, territory, time period, or individual should usually be 

considered random effects during analysis because samples will typically represent only a 

subset of all possible levels of these factors.  In addition, homogeneous groups of 

samples, such as measurements taken on the same individual or from within the same 

year or area, are usually correlated and should be analyzed as blocks of data to account 

for their non-independence, and for correlations within and among blocks.  Herein I 

provide a general description of random effects modeling and give examples of why it 

should be considered when designing population studies and used when analyzing avian 

reproductive output data.  I also present a review of the analytical approaches used in all 

articles estimating reproductive output from 1996 to 2001 in The Auk, The Condor, The 

Wilson Bulletin, and The Journal of Raptor Research, to determine if researchers were 

using contemporary methods to estimate variation. 

 

Key words:  data analysis, modeling, random effects, reproductive output, spatial 

variation, temporal variation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Dynamics of bird populations is a principal subject in the ornithological literature.  

Endangered species monitoring, game species harvest rates, impact of invasive species 

and anthropogenic actions, or a curiosity about natural and evolutionary history inspire 
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scientists to study bird populations.  To understand population dynamics ornithologists 

estimate population vital rates such as survival, recruitment, and changes in abundances 

(Williams et al. 2002).  In addition, the most commonly reported vital rate for birds in the 

literature is reproductive output.  Vital rates vary naturally over space, time, and among 

individuals, and are almost always estimated from samples of a population.  Precise and 

unbiased estimates of population vital rates, and their variation, are important for 

understanding population dynamics (Beissinger and Westphal 1998, Link and Sauer 

1998) and are dependent on appropriate study design and analysis (Morrison 2001). 

 Avian demographic studies typically consist of longitudinal data; repeated 

observations of individuals over time and space.  Although point estimates of vital rates 

and total variability can be obtained from these data, they provide a limited perspective of 

population dynamics.  Estimates of process variation (natural variation in vital rates 

attributable to differences among time periods, areas, or individuals) are important for 

understanding temporal and spatial patterns in vital rates (Burnham et al. 1987, Williams 

et al. 2002).  Moreover, accounting for process variation is necessary when designing 

experimental and observational population studies, and for analysis of trends in 

population rates (Franklin et al. 2002).  In addition, quantifying process variation in 

serially correlated repeated measures data requires appropriate analytical methods 

otherwise parameter and variance estimates may be incorrect (Gould and Nichols 1998, 

McRoberts et al. 1998). 

 In this paper, I first examine the basic methodology behind estimating process 

variation.  I then present a short review of recent ornithological literature on the 

reproductive output of birds.  Lastly, I evaluate how estimates of process variation can be 

used and provide an example using spotted owl reproductive output measures from the 

Sierra Nevada.  It is my goal to encourage researchers to consider my general 

observations when designing, analyzing, and reporting results from their demographic 

studies 
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VARIABILITY AND RANDOM EFFECTS 

 A mean estimate of reproductive output may indicate what the average for birds 

was over a study period, but it provides limited insight into population dynamics.  

Similarly, for spatio-temporal data, a single accompanying measure of variation will not 

elucidate the magnitude of inherent variation within and among populations, or how 

much of the variability was due to taking a sample.  This latter type of variability is often 

referred to as sampling error or sampling variance and is a measure of the precision of an 

estimator.  For research that is designed to examine the general demography of a species 

by taking samples over space, time, and among individuals, the estimate of the inherent 

variation within and among populations is necessary for understanding how reproductive 

output may affect changes in bird abundance.  This inherent variation is often referred to 

as process variation, and can be defined as the natural variation in a biological parameter 

that results from changing environmental conditions over space or time, and the response 

of individuals to these changes (Franklin et al. 2000).  Moreover, understanding what 

causes process variation is a primary step towards understanding a species’ ecology and 

for developing management options. 

 Studies of avian reproductive output frequently examine factors such as nest 

parasitism or habitat alteration that are of primary interest.  Factors in any study have 2 or 

more levels or categories.  For example, parasitized nests and un-parasitized nests could 

be levels of a factor in analysis of avian reproductive output.  For habitat alteration we 

could define (e.g.) 6 types of alteration based on degree, ranging from total removal of 

vegetation to no alteration.  If levels of the factor of interest are randomly assigned to 

experimental units, the study type is typically termed “experimental.”  If levels of the 

factor are not randomly assigned by the researcher but are just accepted as they naturally 

occur the study type is usually termed “observational.”  If all possible levels of the factor 

of interest are included in the study the factor is considered a “fixed effect.”  Conversely, 

if only a subset of all factor levels are randomly sampled from a distribution of levels, 

and inference is to be made to all levels, factors are considered “random effects.”  

Identifying whether an effect is fixed or random is straightforward in some studies, but 
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more difficult in others.  As a general guideline, an effect should be considered fixed 

when inference is only to the levels of the effect used in the study.  An effect should be 

considered random if interest is primarily in variation among effect levels, and inference 

is to all levels of effects, even though only randomly selected levels were sampled (Littell 

et al. 1996:1).  Thus, with random effects, the estimate of process variation is as 

important as the mean.   

 Sources of variability among sampling units may arise from the treatment effect, 

physical differences among treatment locations and time periods, or from physical and 

behavioral differences among individuals.  Whether treatment or other factors should be 

considered fixed or random depends on the goals and design of the particular study.  

Frequently, inferences are meant to be extended to other geographic areas and individuals 

not sampled, thus location and individual should be considered random effects.  Time 

periods can present a different problem.  Many, if not most, observational studies 

opportunistically sample individuals across contiguous years.  Because it is unlikely that 

years would be chosen at random, extending the inference beyond the time frame of the 

study is not valid.  However, the technique of separating process variation from sampling 

variation using variance components analysis is still valid and meaningful because the 

effects (year in this case) on the parameter of interest may be considered random, and 

only the inference need be limited to the time period sampled (Burnham and White 

2002).   

 Models are simplifications of the real world, and statistical models are used to 

quantitatively evaluate hypotheses and to estimate parameters (White 2002).  If a study 

includes random effects, either random models (if the study has only random effects) or 

mixed models (if the study has a combination of fixed and random effects) need to be 

used when analyzing the data.  Using models with random effects can have a twofold 

purpose: (1) it allows for inference to the population rather than just the levels of the 

treatment included in the study, and (2) failure to correctly account for the random effect 

and the correlations among treatment levels when analyzing the data can result in 

incorrect interpretation of statistical tests (Newman et al. 1997, Gould and Nichols 1998) 
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and incorrect error estimates for effect means (Littell et al. 1998).  Models with random 

effects are sometimes referred to as variance component models because variance can be 

partitioned into sampling variation and process variation (Searle et al. 1992).  Thus, 

statistical models with random effects allow for broader inference than models that fail to 

include them, and for appropriate estimation of process variance and error rates. 

 Variance components have a long history coupled with analysis of variance and 

linear modeling (Eisenhart 1947, Searle et al. 1992).  The methods of least squares and 

maximum likelihood estimation are most commonly used to fit models, and can be 

extended to accommodate predictive covariates, balanced and unbalanced data, and 

different error covariance structures (Searle et al. 1992).  In addition, models with 

random effects often include relatively homogeneous groups of experimental units which 

should be grouped into blocks for analysis (Newman et al. 1997, Merrill et al. 2000).  

Typical blocks in avian studies include study areas, territories, agricultural fields, or time 

periods.  Blocks usually represent a subset of all possible blocks available and are 

typically considered random effects themselves. 

 Because process variation occurs in all biological systems, thoughtful model 

building strategies and analytical approaches are necessary for proper inference and 

experimental interpretation (Shenk and Franklin 2001).  Figure 1.1 illustrates this point 

with two hypothetical populations.  In both populations I assume that the reproductive 

output of all individuals is measured, therefore, the observed variability among groups is 

only due to natural factors.  The two populations share a common mean but differ in the 

magnitude of variation among groups (Figs. 1.1a-b).  Reporting only a mean estimate 

would not capture the fact that these two populations have dissimilar spatial 

characteristics in reproductive output.  A comparison of the variation due to spatial 

processes would reveal that these populations possess different patterns, and, if modeled 

with physical differences in area among groups, could help in understanding the ecology 

of the study population.  Further, if an experiment is conducted with half of the groups 

receiving treatment and the other half acting as controls (Figs. 1.1c-d), large spatial 

process variation could confound the observer’s ability to statistically detect a treatment 
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effect.  If the cause of these spatial differences among groups is known this variation 

could be controlled for during analysis.  In addition, a more complex experimental 

design, with before and after measurements of treatments and controls, could also help 

with separating difference due to treatment versus other spatial factors. 

 

CURRENT STATE OF ORNITHOLOGICAL LITERATURE 

 To determine if researchers were utilizing contemporary methods to estimate 

variation in avian reproductive output I examined the analytical approaches used in all 

articles from 1996 to 2001 in The Auk (volume 115 issue 1 to 120:3), The Condor (100:1 

to 105:3), The Wilson Bulletin (110:1 to 114:4), and The Journal of Raptor Research 

(32:1 to 36:3).  I only included articles that presented a direct measure of reproductive 

output, such as: clutch size, brood size, or number of young fledged.  Articles that 

presented only nest success or recorded <20 observations of a species were not included.  

For each article I recorded the study design properties of study length, number of spatial 

replicates (e.g., unique study areas, colonies, or territories), number of individuals in the 

study (if individuals were uniquely identified by capture and banding), the stated 

purpose(s) of the study, and if the study was experimental or observational in nature. 

 For each study I recorded if variance components were estimated.  If variance 

components were not estimated I determined if they could have been estimated based on 

the reported study design.  First, if a study was experimental in nature and inference was 

only to the study population and study time period, I concluded that reporting variance 

components was not necessary.  Second, sample size must have been adequate to support 

an analysis with random effects.  The appropriate sample size for a study depends on the 

desired precision of estimates and effect sizes.  Most studies I reviewed were 

observational and did not report an effect size.  Based on my past experience analyzing 

data with mixed models and guidelines used by Gould and Nichols (1998), I concluded 

that temporal process variation could have been estimated if study length was >7 years, 

and spatial process variation could have been estimated if the number of spatial replicates 

was >7.  For most studies I reviewed that met one of the above requirements, either 
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sample size within years or the number of spatial replicates was >20.  An exception to 

this was studies that reported repeated observations on territories.  I concluded that spatial 

process variation could have been estimated if there were >7 years of observations on >7 

territories.  Individual process variation was not examined because, for most studies, it 

was impossible to determine how many measures were taken on unique individuals. 

 Within the four journals there were 228 articles that met my stated criteria (Table 

1.1).  Most studies (81%) were observational in nature.  Length of experimental studies 

was generally less than that of observational studies (Table 1.1).  The number of spatial 

replicates used was highly variable among studies for both experimental and 

observational study types.  Variance components were not reported for any experimental 

study, but only a few experimental studies could have possibly estimated process 

variation (Table 1.2).  For observational studies that could have estimated variance 

components, 11% estimated temporal process variation and 9% estimated spatial process 

variation. 

 

POWER ANALYSES AND STUDY DESIGN 

 Once a hypothesis of interest has been conceived, and prior to gathering data, the 

number of samples needed to precisely estimate parameters needs to be determined.  

Parameters must be estimated with sufficient precision to allow for a meaningful 

comparison between the hypothesis of interest and its alternatives.  Power analyses 

(Cohen 1988) are useful for determining sample sizes when used prospectively to design 

both experimental and observational studies (Gerard et al. 1998).  I developed power 

analyses using Monte Carlo simulations to demonstrate why process variation should be 

considered during study design, and how process variation can affect the statistical power 

to detect trends in demographic parameters (i.e. the probability of rejecting a null 

hypothesis of no trend when it is in fact false).  As an example, I estimate how 

consistently a linear trend in reproductive output can be statistically detected with varying 

sample sizes and different magnitudes of temporal process variation.  The basic approach 

I present can be altered for experimental or observational study designs, or when 
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estimates of spatial or individual process variation are required. 

 Precision of annual estimates of parameters of interest (magnitude of precision is 

inversely related to sample size) and magnitude of temporal and spatial process variation 

determine if a trend can be detected statistically.  For demonstration purposes, I chose to 

vary the sample size and magnitude of temporal process variation while keeping other 

factors constant.  I simulated datasets in program SAS (SAS Institute 1997).  Each dataset 

had 100 territories where reproductive output was sampled each time period, and had an 

underlying linear trend of -0.05 (a 5% decline in each successive time period).  This 

study design has repeated measures on territories across time.  This hypothetical decline 

represents a 51% reduction in reproductive output from the first to last time period for a 

study with 15 time periods.  Reproductive output (R) for an individual in year i on 

territory j was calculated as  Rij = � + � + Sj + Ti, where � was the starting mean value of 

5.0 young per individual, � was the linear trend (-0.05 × Ri-1), Sj the adjustment for spatial 

process variation (0, �2
spatial; drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and 

CV=10%), and Ti the adjustment for temporal process variation (0, �2
temporal; drawn from 

a normal distribution with mean 0 and CV=10 to 50%).  Thus, simulated variance due to 

temporal and spatial process variation was beyond that explained by the trend.  I 

considered three magnitudes of temporal process variation which I termed low (CV = 

10%), medium (CV=25%), and high (CV=50%).  Coefficient of variation was calculated 

as the standard deviation of process variation divided by the starting mean.  I assumed 

�2
temporal affected all individuals within a year equally and �2

spatial affected individuals on 

the same territory among years equally.  For simplicity, I assumed the same territories 

(spatial blocks) remained in the dataset for the entire length of study.  I simulated 1000 

datasets for each combination of temporal process variation and study length (7, 10, 15, 

20, 25, and 30 time periods). 

 I modeled reproductive output using mixed-model analysis of variance within a 

maximum-likelihood framework (Littell et al. 1996).  I considered year a random effect 

and territory a random blocking factor.  Treating territory as a random blocking factor 

allowed me to calculate standard errors based on the number of territories and not the 
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total number of reproductive outcomes (Franklin et al. 2000).  Because of the forced 

trend, observations close in time should be more similar than observations farther apart in 

time.  Therefore, I used an auto-regressive covariance structure (Littell et al. 1998) to 

model variation within territories.  I determined if the negative linear trend was 

statistically detectable by modeling year as a continuous variable and examining the 80% 

confidence intervals for 	1 (regression coefficient for year).  If 	1 was negative and its 

80% confidence interval did not include zero, I concluded that the model statistically 

supported the negative linear trend. 

 Statistical power increased with increasing study length and decreasing temporal 

process variation (Fig. 1.2).  These results indicated that a 5% linear change in 

reproductive output over time can only be statistically detected when temporal process 

variation is low, or when temporal process variation is low to moderate and study length 

is >15 years.  Selected studies that reported process variation (Fig. 1.2) tended to have 

approximately 10-year study periods and had a temporal process CV >25% (range 5 to 

80%; Franklin et al. 2000, Krapu et al. 2002, Seamans et al. 2002, Franklin et al. 2003).  

The simulations indicated that failure to consider process variation during design may 

result in studies that have only a small chance of statistically detecting trends.  If the 

magnitude of process variation is large, inherent variability of the system may confound 

other patterns of interest.  This same consequence also holds for studies that examine 

differences among spatial replicates or treatments applied over space when the magnitude 

of spatial process is large (Fig. 1.1). 

 

SUMMARY 

 Avian demographic estimates from longitudinal data include both process 

variation and sampling variation (e.g. Conner and White 1999), which should usually be 

estimated with random or mixed effect models.  Although the concepts of random effects 

and variance components have been known for many decades (Eisenhart 1947), relatively 

accessible technology for analysis has only been available recently (Littell et al. 1996). 

 Experimental studies need to be concerned with process variation because large 
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inherent variability among subjects or time periods can make detecting treatment effects 

difficult.  In addition, some experimental studies may be interested in the effect a 

treatment has on the magnitude of process variation.  For example, a hypothetical study 

might examine if the variability in reproductive output of individuals in treated areas is 

less than that in untreated areas.  Estimating process variation should be one of the main 

goals of observational studies.  If the proper execution of an experiment is difficult 

because of scale or cost, observational studies that correlate environmental factors with 

process variation may be the best alternative for inference. 

 Finally, longitudinal data, which is the typical data type of most avian 

demographic studies, is most appropriately examined using repeated measures analysis.  

A failure to treat experimental units as blocks during analysis can result in pseudo-

replication (Hurlbert 1984; an understatement of error rates and inflated statistical 

power).  Correlations among and within experimental units needs to be accounted for, 

and mixed model, repeated measures designs that allow for modeling covariance 

structures are the most appropriate statistical technique for such analyses.  Further, 

multiple working hypotheses (Chamberlin 1890) can be readily addressed using these 

techniques within a maximum likelihood framework using a model selection approach 

(Burnham and Anderson 1998).  The usefulness of a selected model(s) can then be 

addressed by examining how well the model explains process variation. 
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Table 1.1.  Number of studies reporting reproductive output, by type of study design and 

study design properties, from 1996 to 2001 in the Auk, Condor, Wilson Bulletin, and 

Journal of Raptor Research  (>1 metric may have been used in the same study).  

 

         Study Design Type 
Metric            _____________________________ 
Reported      Experimental  Observational 
 
Clutch size    24   104 

Brood size      5   32 

Productivitya    14   95 

Fecunditya      0   24 

# Studies Reviewedb   36   205 

Mean Study Length (range)c  4.0 (1 - 20)  5.8 (1 - 40) 

Mean # Spatial Replicates  

 Study Areas (range)d  2.0 (1 - 15)  2.7 (1 - 65) 

 Territories (range)e  111.7 (35 - 200) 87.7 (5 - 841) 

 
a productivity = fledglings per productive individual or productive pair reported, 

fecundity = fledglings per individual or pair reported. 
b studies that met criteria in methods; 13 studies had both an observational and 

experimental design. 
c years 
d includes study areas, plots, habitat fragments, or other unique spatial patches.  
e includes individual bird territories or colonies and only studies that reported the number 

of  territories or colonies. 
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Table 1.2.  Summary of experimental designs for studies that estimated reproductive output in selected ornithological journals: 

temporal, spatial, and individual replication; number of studies that estimated temporal (�T) and spatial (�S) process variation; and 

number of studies that could have estimated �T and �S. 

 

                                Could Have 
      Study Length     Spatial  With Marked  Estimated:    Estimated: 
    n     > 7 Years  Replicates > 7a Individuals  �T �S      �T       �S 
 
Experimental    36  6   5         10   0 0          3         2 
 
Observational   205  59   46         57   5 3        46       34 
 

aany type of spatial replicate, such as territories, breeding colonies, or patches of habitat. 
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Figure 1.1.  Hypothetical distribution of reproductive output measures in two populations 

with low spatial variation (A) and high spatial variation (B).  Circles are average 

measures for each spatial replicate and lines represent population means.  Hypothetical 

distribution of reproductive output measures for treatment and control groups with low 

spatial variation (C) and high spatial variation (D).  Squares are average measures for 

each treatment spatial replicate, circles are average measures for each control spatial 

replicate, and lines represent sample means. 
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Figure 1.2.  Effect of temporal process variation on statistical power to detect a linear 5% 

change in reproductive output between time periods.  CV = coefficient of variation 

(temporal process standard deviation divided by starting mean).  Circles represent 

estimates of temporal process variation from selected avian demographic studies (see text 

for citations). 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

INFLUENCE OF FIELD METHODS ON ESTIMATES OF CALIFORNIA 

SPOTTED OWL REPRODUCTIVE OUTPUT 

 

Abstract. I examined the effect of variability in field effort and field methods on 

estimates of reproductive output for California spotted owls (Strix occidentalis 

occidentalis) among four demographic studies in the Sierra Nevada.  Reduced field effort 

on the Eldorado Study Area in some years resulted in annual estimates of reproductive 

output that were probably not comparable to years with greater field effort; it appeared 

that low survey effort <1990 resulted in a positive bias in annual estimates.  For all 

studies, on average, it required more surveys to locate fledged young at successful sites 

than to determine that owls did not fledge young at unsuccessful sites.  Differences in 

field methods among studies resulted in annual estimates of reproductive output that were 

not comparable.  The effect of different field methods on reproductive output estimates 

was most pronounced when annual reproduction was near average.  Although my results 

confirm that researchers were justified in not using reproductive data from these study 

areas in a previous meta-analysis, the discrepancies in field methods among study areas 

may be corrected such that data from these study areas could be comparable in the future. 

  

Key Words: sampling bias, California spotted owl, Strix occidentalis occidentalis, 

reproductive output, survey methods. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Along with other researchers I participated in a meta-analysis of California 

spotted owl (Strix occidentalis occidentalis) population dynamics in 2001 (Franklin et al. 

2004).  All researchers conducting California spotted owl demographic studies and a 

team of expert population analysts conducted a workshop in order to analyze the 

demographic data.  This meta-analysis was the first collective attempt to analyze data 

from all California spotted owl demographic studies.  All population sample data were 
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analyzed jointly except reproductive output.  During the workshop, it was not clear to 

participants if estimates of reproductive output were comparable among study areas 

because researchers used different field methods to assess the number of young fledged 

by individual owls.  There was insufficient time at the workshop to evaluate differences.  

Such an evaluation would be necessary to determine whether future meta-analyses could 

use reproductive data from the various studies.  Herein I assessed whether annual 

reproductive output estimates from the Sierra Nevada spotted owl study areas were 

comparable. 

The spotted owl is one of the most studied birds in the world (Gutiérrez et al. 

1995, Lõhmus 2003) and has been the subject of numerous population studies (Forsman 

et al. 1996a, Seamans et al. 1999, Franklin et al. 2004).  Field methods have been 

developed to locate, capture, and band individuals and to estimate their sex, age-class, 

and reproductive status (Forsman 1981, 1983, Moen et al. 1991, Franklin et al. 1996, 

Forsman et al. 1996b).  Standardized field methods were first developed for northern 

spotted owls (S. o. caurina) to maintain comparability among studies (Gutiérrez et al. 

1996).  Researchers studying the California spotted owl modified northern spotted owl 

field methods to fit their individual needs and capabilities because of logistical 

constraints and presumed behavioral differences among some spotted owl populations 

(Franklin et al. 2004).  The problem of differences in field methods can generally be 

overcome when estimating survival or population rate of change for spotted owls by 

independently modeling recapture rates by study area using different constraints 

(Lebreton et al. 1992).  However, it was not known if field methods affected estimates of 

reproductive output or affected the comparability of these estimates among studies. 

Two main factors may have led to inappropriate comparisons of reproductive 

output among California spotted owl studies: (1) differences in survey effort; and (2) 

differences in field methods.  Because it was difficult to simultaneously assess each of 

these factors, I took a two-step approach to estimate how they may have affected 

measures of reproductive output.  First, I used data from the Eldorado spotted owl study 

to examine whether changes in survey effort affected annual estimates of reproductive 

output.  I then directly compared field methods by imposing the field methods from one 
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study on data from another study.  Because field methods to determine reproductive 

output relied heavily on feeding owls mice and observing what they did with the mice, I 

also estimated differences among study areas in how readily owls took offered mice.  My 

approach provides a general assessment of the efficacy of respective field methods and an 

evaluation of comparability of reproductive output estimates among study areas.  My 

purpose here was to determine whether future California spotted owl demographic 

analyses could use data from all Sierra Nevada studies in a meta-analysis of reproductive 

output.  I note that one study evaluated in the 2001 California spotted owl meta-analysis, 

the San Bernardino, was not included here because it was discontinued due to lack of 

funding and will not be part of any future meta-analysis. 

 

STUDY AREAS 

I examined the field methods used to assess reproductive output utilized by 4 

study areas in the Sierra Nevada.  The 2,200 km2 Lassen Study Area (LAS) was located 

in the northern Sierra Nevada and collected data from 1990-2002.  The Eldorado Study 

Area (ELD) encompassed 925 km2, was located in the central Sierra Nevada, and 

collected data from 1986-2002.  The 693 km2 Sierra Study Area and the 343 km2 Sequoia 

and Kings Canyon Study Area were located in the southern Sierra Nevada and collected 

data from 1990-2002.  Because the same researchers using the same field methods 

conducted the Sierra and Sequoia studies, I combined their data (SSK) for all analyses 

and comparisons.  Franklin et al. (2004) provided detailed descriptions of land 

ownership, habitat, climate, and management histories for each study area. 

 

METHODS 

Spotted owls on all study areas were surveyed according to the methods of 

Forsman (1983) and Franklin et al. (1996).  There were two general types of surveys, 

point surveys and walk-in surveys. Point surveys were used to determine if spotted owls 

were present in a general area.  During point surveys researchers listened for a vocal 

response from spotted owls while imitating vocalizations of spotted owls for 10 to 15 

minutes at fixed locations.  If spotted owls were detected at point surveys then walk-in 
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surveys were conducted to locate roosts, nests, capture individuals, and determine the 

number of young fledged.  There was no set length of time individual walk-in surveys 

were conducted.   

Field methods to determine reproductive output for each study consisted of 

criteria used to assess if spotted owls were not nesting or did not fledge young (Table 

2.1).  Researchers usually determined the number of young fledged by feeding spotted 

owls live mice and observing what the owls did with the mice (Forsman 1983).  Breeding 

owls typically took offered mice to their nest, young, or mate, while non-breeding owls 

usually consumed offered prey until satiated, at which point they cached prey.  The 

number of young produced was determined on some study areas by searching nest stands 

for young or by observing the female roosting during the nesting season.  In addition, no 

young fledged was inferred for a pair of owls on the LAS if the female was captured 

between April and mid-June and did not have a brood patch.  Comparability of estimates 

of reproductive output among study areas was questionable because study areas differed 

in which of the above criteria they used in the field (Table 2.1).  In addition, the LAS and 

SSK concluded a pair of owls did not fledge young during a year if no young were found 

and criteria used to determine owls were not nesting or did not fledge young were 

achieved during 2 walk-in surveys.  The ELD required only one walk-in survey meet 

criteria to determine no young were fledged.  For analyses described below I only used 

walk-in surveys where the primary intent was to collect reproductive and banding data on 

owls. 

The use of different field methods by California spotted owl researchers makes 

spatial and/or temporal comparability of annual estimates of the number of young fledged 

per female ambiguous.  I assessed this uncertainty by: (1) enumerating the instances each 

criterion was used by individual studies and comparing those numbers; (2) counting the 

number of surveys required to determine if individual owls fledged young or not; and (3) 

imposing field methods from one study area on other study areas and comparing resultant 

annual estimates of number of young fledged per female.  In addition, using data from the 

ELD, I examined if variation in survey effort affected estimates of the number of young 

fledged per female. 
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Effect of Variable Survey Effort 

There were fluctuations in the annual number of walk-in surveys at owl sites in 

each study area.  These fluctuations were caused by variation in a variety of factors: (1) 

funding, (2) weather conditions, and (3) number of sites occupied by owls.  In addition, 

fewer walk-in surveys may have been required in years when fewer owls fledged young 

if additional walk-in surveys were required to capture young.  Variability in the annual 

number of walk-in surveys was of concern for two reasons.  First, small sample sizes 

resulting from lower survey effort hindered statistical analyses.  Second, lower survey 

effort in a year may have resulted in a biased estimate of the average number of young 

fledged per female if sampling of successful (fledged young) and unsuccessful females 

was not random.  For example, if it took fewer walk-in surveys to determine owls were 

successful versus unsuccessful, then successful owls may have been more likely to be 

sampled in years when effort was insufficient to survey all sites.  Thus, estimates of the 

number of young produced per female may not have been comparable across years if 

effort was variable across years. 

I used data from the ELD to examine the effect of survey effort on estimates of 

number of young fledged because the ELD had the greatest change in survey effort over 

time (Table 2.2).  I developed a subsampling routine to simulate lower survey effort and 

its effect on estimates of the mean number of young fledged per female.  I assumed the 

accuracy of estimates of the number young fledged was greater from 1996-2002 because 

survey effort was greater and I was able to estimate the number of young fledged for 

>90% of the owls detected each year.  Therefore, I regarded survey data from each of 

these 7 years as a baseline, and estimated the mean number of young fledged per female 

in each year by simulating lower survey effort (i.e., fewer walk-in surveys).  I simulated 

50 (the fewest walk-in surveys in a year on the ELD; Table 2.2) to 170 walk-in surveys, 

by 10, for each annual data set.  I used a simple set of rules to subsample each annual 

data set.  To start a simulation, I chose a site at random from all occupied sites from a 

data set, and I recorded the result (i.e., nest found, young found, no young fledged or not 

nesting [according to the criteria in Table 2.1], or unknown) from the first walk-in 
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survey.  An occupied site was a site in which owls were detected either visually or 

vocally on >2 walk-in surveys during the year.  I then randomly selected another 

occupied site and recorded the results from the first walk-in survey (or from the second 

walk-in survey if the site was selected in the first draw).  I repeated this routine until the 

number of random draws equaled the number of walk-in surveys to be simulated.  

Because a follow-up walk-in survey was always done at a site when a nest was found, if 

the result for a selected walk-in survey was a nest found I automatically selected the next 

walk-in survey for this site.  I counted this added walk-in survey toward the total number 

of walk-in surveys to be simulated.  I repeated this process 10,000 times for each year j = 

1996, .., 2002, for each desired number of walk-in surveys k = 50, .., 170.  I then 

estimated the mean number of young fledged per female ( sx ) from each subsample (i) for 

each desired number of walk-in surveys each year.  I estimated the total difference 

between sx  and the mean number of young fledged per female from the baseline data set 

( bx ) as: 
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I do not report percent relative bias (i.e., ([x̄s - x̄b]/x̄b) × 100)) to depict the effect of lesser 

survey effort because I was more interested in the magnitude of the effect of lower survey 

effort.  In addition, for years when few owls fledged young, small differences between x̄s 

and x̄b would have had exaggerated importance based on percent relative bias measures. 

 

Comparison of Field Methods 

The only criterion used at all study areas was the 4 mouse criterion (criterion #13 

Table 2.1).  With two notable exceptions, researchers always attempted to apply this 

criterion in the field when assessing reproduction.  The two exceptions were use of 

female brood patch on the LAS (#1 Table 2.1), and the two-mouse criterion on the ELD 

(#5 Table 2.1).  Thus, if a female lacked a brood patch on the LAS, or the two-mouse 
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criterion was used on the ELD, researchers did not necessarily continue to try to meet the 

4 mouse criterion.  Further, on the LAS and the SSK two walk-in surveys within a year 

that met the criteria in Table 2.1 were required to determine an owl fledged no young for 

that year, while the ELD required only one walk-in survey.  These differences limited my 

ability to impose some field methods on some studies.  I imposed the ELD field methods 

on the LAS and SSK.  Because the LAS used the female brood patch criterion 

infrequently, I imposed the LAS field methods on the SSK while ignoring this criterion.  

I could not impose field methods from the LAS or the SSK on the ELD because of the 

two-survey requirement and the two-mouse criterion.  In addition, information necessary 

to apply all criteria among all study areas was not recorded by researchers on each study 

area, which limited my overall approach. 

Requiring that two walk-in surveys met the criteria to conclude no young were 

fledged by a pair of owls during the year helped guard against making incorrect 

conclusions about reproductive output on the SSK and LAS study areas.  Although 

researchers on the ELD often revisited a site after determining no young were fledged, 

assessing the reproductive status of the owls on subsequent walk-in surveys was not 

always attempted.  Thus, I could not impose the LAS or SSK field methods on the ELD.  

However, I did examine how requiring >1 walk-in survey that met the criteria to 

determine no young fledged affected estimates on the LAS and SSK.  To assess 

comparability among study areas, I calculated total differences between the average 

number of young fledged per female using imposed field methods versus standard field 

methods used by researchers on a study area. 

 

RESULTS 

Field Effort 

The number of surveys generally increased on the ELD each year from 1986 until 

1997 (Table 2.2) because of significant increases in both funding and experience of the 

field leaders.  The number of walk-in surveys per territory occupied by spotted owls also 

fluctuated among years.  Effort (the number of walk-in surveys per territory occupied by 

spotted owls) was lowest from 1986 to 1989, increased and remained constant from 1990 
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to 1994, then increased again and remained relatively constant after 1995.  The number of 

point surveys was lowest from 1986 to 1989.  Increases in the number of surveys made 

comparisons of density estimates among years ambiguous because survey effort prior to 

1990 was probably insufficient to locate most birds.  The spatial extent of the survey 

locations increased each year until 1990.  

Overall, it appeared that >160 walk-in surveys per year insured annual estimates 

of reproductive output were equivalent (Fig. 2.1).  In years when the number of young 

fledged per female was above average, >80 walk-in surveys were required to obtain 

comparable estimates of the number of young fledged per female (<10% difference 

between simulated means and estimated mean using all data; Fig. 2.1).  When the average 

number of young fledged per female was below average, >110 walk-in surveys were 

required to obtain comparable estimates (Fig. 2.1). 

 

Summary of Field Methods 

Among study areas, there were 3 criteria used to assess the number of young fledged that 

did not require feeding owls mice and 10 criteria that did involve feeding owls mice 

(Table 2.1).  Feeding one owl four mice, without observing a nest or young, was the only 

criterion used by all study areas.  Although researchers on the ELD and LAS used fewer 

criteria to determine the number of young fledged, the LAS and SSK required 2 walk-in 

surveys that met criteria to determine individual owls fledged no young during a year 

while the ELD required only 1 walk-in survey.  On average, it required more walk-in 

surveys to determine the number of young fledged by owls fledging young than to 

determine no young were fledged by owls estimated to have fledged no young (Table 

2.3).  Overall, the rate at which owls that were nesting or had fledged young refused mice 

increased from north to south (Table 2.3; LAS < ELD < SSK). 

The LAS had a greater percentage of owl sites with unknown reproductive status 

than the ELD or SSK (Table 2.3).  Among study areas, criteria to determine no young 

fledged were met during 2,343 walk-in surveys.  Results from 112 walk-in surveys led to 

incorrect conclusions about the end of the year reproductive status for a pair of owls (i.e., 

young or nest was found on subsequent walk-in surveys after a previous walk-in survey 
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indicated owls were not breeding; Table 2.4).  The true number of walk-in surveys that 

led to incorrect conclusions could not be determined because it was possible that some 

owls determined not to be reproductively active may actually have fledged young that 

were never located. 

 

Comparison of Field Methods   

I examined if requiring 1 versus 2 walk-in surveys to determine no young were fledged 

had an effect on comparability of estimates by imposing a one-survey criterion on LAS 

and SSK data.  Estimates of the mean number of young fledged per female decreased 

with this relaxed requirement, and this decrease was most pronounced in years of average 

reproductive output (Fig. 2.2).  Average reproductive output estimates for the study 

populations ranged from 0.56 to 0.81 young fledged per female (Franklin et al. 2004).  

For the LAS, the two years that exhibited the largest difference between the mean 

number of young fledged per female when requiring 1 versus 2 walk-in surveys were the 

first two years of the study, 1991 and 1992 (Fig. 2.2). The year with the largest difference 

for the SSK was 1992, the second year of study (Fig. 2.2). 

Imposing the ELD field methods on LAS and SSK had varying effects on the 

estimates of number of young fledged (Fig. 2.3A).  For LAS data, use of the ELD field 

methods resulted in relatively lower estimates of the number of young fledged, and the 

distribution of estimates was similar to that when 1 walk-in survey was imposed on the 

LAS (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3A).  Conversely, when the ELD field methods were imposed on 

the SSK data, the estimates of the number of number fledged per female were higher than 

when the standard SSK field methods were used (Fig. 2.3A).  This was mainly because 

the ELD field methods did not use a female roosting criterion to determine non-

reproduction, a criterion that was used frequently by the SSK (Table 2.4).  Imposing the 

LAS field methods on the SSK resulted in little difference in annual estimates (Fig. 

2.3B). 
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DISCUSSION

Substantial changes in field effort on the ELD over time resulted in annual 

estimates of the number of young fledged per female that were probably not comparable 

among years.  Reduced field effort on the ELD appeared to cause a positive bias in 

estimates.  This was contrary to my findings that, on average, it required more walk-in 

surveys to determine that owls fledged young than to determine that owls did not fledge 

young.  This may have been because in years with limited field effort observers were 

more likely to return to an owl site where owls were previously determined to be nesting 

to count and band young than to return to a site where nesting or fledging status of the 

owls was unknown. 

Consistent application of field methods among northern spotted owl studies has 

allowed for use of a meta-analysis approach and comparison of population vital rates 

among different habitats and regions (Burnham et al. 1996, Anthony et al. 2004).  

Franklin et al. (2004) conducted a meta-analysis on California spotted owl survival rates 

and were able to examine differences between National Park and National Forest 

populations.  However, they did not perform a similar analysis using reproductive output 

because of uncertainty related to different field methods.  In this paper I found their 

caution was both prudent and warranted.  In years when the number of young fledged per 

female was near average, annual estimates of the average number of young fledged were 

not comparable between the ELD and the other study areas because estimates were 

sensitive to the field methods used.  When the number of young fledged per female was 

either below or above average, estimates among study areas were comparable.  

Moreover, my results suggested a limited ability to compare trends in the average number 

of young fledged per female between the ELD and the other study areas.  It appeared that 

the estimates of the annual number of young fledged per female changed in a nonlinear 

fashion under different field methods.  For example, annual estimates from the LAS 

using its own field methods were most disparate from those using the ELD field methods 

when the number of young fledged was near average.  Thus, calculating an effect size 

among study areas, such as slopes of linear trend lines in annual estimates, would have 

resulted in incorrect inferences. 
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Although there were differences in owl behavior among study areas (e.g., 

reproducing owls were more likely to refuse mice in SSK), it appeared estimates of the 

number of young fledged from the SSK were consistent using the LAS field methods.  

However, the LAS and SSK were probably not comparable to the ELD.  The two criteria 

that caused this lack of comparability were: (1) requiring only one walk-in survey that 

met the criteria for no young fledged to conclude no young fledged by individual owls on 

ELD; and (2) the use of a female roosting criterion at the SSK and LAS.  It may be 

possible to remedy this in the future because observers at the ELD have always recorded 

the length of time a female was observed roosting during the nesting season.  In addition, 

after 1996 the observers at the ELD did conduct >2 walk-in surveys that met criteria for 

no young fledged at >60% of non-reproducing sites (percentage higher if additional 

criteria of absence of brood patch and female roosting used).  Because the distribution of 

annual estimates for the LAS were similar when requiring only one survey meet criteria 

for no young fledged versus imposing the ELD field methods, it appeared that the use of 

the eat-cache criterion (#5 Table 2.1) by observers on the ELD had little effect on 

comparability of estimates.  Thus, to assure comparability in the future I recommend 

requiring two walk-in surveys that meet criteria to determine no young fledged for the 

year by individual owls using the following criteria: “>4 mice eaten or cached” (criteria 

#13 Table 2.1) or “eat-cache” (criteria #5 Table 2.1); female roosting during nesting 

period if feeding owls mice is unsuccessful; and female brood patch condition.  This 

recommendation essentially follows the LAS field methods. 
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Table 2.1.  Specific criteria used in Sierra Nevada California spotted owl studies to estimate the number of young fledged, 1986-2002. 

 

              Study Area 
 
 
Criteria Used     LAS   ELD       SIE & SKC    
 
1) Absence of female    YESe   NO   NO 

brood patch     (15 April-24 June) 
 
2) Female observed roosting    YES   NO   YES 

during nesting period       (>60 min. >1 April, <1 May)               (>30 min. <1 June) 
 
3) Female determined single   NO   NO   YES 

(6 surveys) 
 
  Use of Micea 
4) Refuses mouse >30 min. and search NO   NO   YES 

for >120 min. 
 
5) >2 mice eaten or cached and cached last NO   YES   NO 
 
6) 2 or 3 mice eaten or cached  NO   NO   YESb 

and refused last 
 
7) 2 mice eaten or cached and   YES   NO   YES 

refused 3rd >30 min. 
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Table 2.1 continued. 
 
              Study Area 
 
 
Criteria Used     LAS   ELD       SIE & SKC    
 
8) 3 mice eaten or cached and   NO   NO   YES 

refused 3rd >30 min. 
 
9) 2 mice eaten or cached and   NO   YES    NO 

 refused 3rd >60 min. 
 
10) Each owl ate or cached 2 mice  NO   NO   YES 
 
11) >3 mice eaten or cached   NO   YESf   NO 
 
12) One owl eats or caches 3 mice  NO   NO   YES 

and one eats or caches 1 
 
13) >4 mice eaten or cached   YES   YES   YES 
 
  Timing and no. surveys 
Field season     1 April - 31 Aug    1 April - 31 Aug   1 March - 31 Aug 
 
Walk-in surveys >3 weeks apart  NO   NO   YES 
                 (< 1 May) 
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Table 2.1 continued. 
 
              Study Area 
 
 
Criteria Used     LAS   ELD       SIE & SKC    
 
 
Walk-in surveys >1 week apart  YES   NO   YES 

        (>1 May and < 15 May) 
 
Walk-in surveys >1 day apart   NO   NO   YES 

       (>15 May) 
 
Walk-in Surveys Requiredc   2   1   2d   
 

aNon-reproduction inferred if no mice taken to a nest or young. 
bNo minimum time required for refusal if owl left site and began an activity such as territorial calling. 
cNumber of walk-in surveys that met one of the criteria necessary to determine no young were fledged by a female for a year.  

Exceptions: 1 walk-in survey required for LAS when absence of female brood patch determined; 0 walk-in surveys required for SIE 

and SKC when, after 6 surveys, female determined not to have a mate. 
dthree walk-in surveys required if first two walk-in surveys occurred <15 April. 
eabsence of female brood patch must have been determined with female in hand. 
fonly prior to 1996 field season 
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Table 2.2.  Annual number of surveys conducted for California spotted owls on the 

Eldorado Density Study Area during 1986-2002. 

 
       Survey Typea   
 ________________  Occupied Walk-ins per 
Year Walk-in Point  Territories Occupied Terr. 
 
1986    53  306     18  2.94 
1987    54  157     21  2.57 
1988    74  333     26  2.85 
1989    52  287     22  2.36 
1990    98  462     27  3.63 
1991    81  365     26  3.12 
1992  107  499     32  3.34 
1993  122  656     38  3.21 
1994  120  583     37  3.24 
1995    81  562     37  2.19 
1996  179  427     38  4.71 
1997  201  419     37  5.43 
1998  161  477     36  4.47 
1999  102  568     32  3.19 
2000  154  611     28  5.50 
2001  134  593     27  4.96 
2002  166  709     28  5.93 
 
aWalk-in surveys were conducted to find spotted owl roosts and nests, to assess the 

number of young fledged, and to capture and band owls.  Point surveys were conducted 

at night to establish the presence of owls in a general area. 
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Table 2.3. Summary of surveys on Sierra Nevada California spotted owl demography study areas to assess reproduction, 1986-2002. 

 

            No. surveys: 
                To Determine    To Determine          % Surveys Reproducing 
          Reproductive Status of Owl Sites   Fledging Not Fledging  Owls Refused Micec 
  _______________________________________  ________ _________   
 
Area  na %Fledging %Not Fledg. %Unk.   nb   x  SE  x  SE  
  � Both  
 
LAS  782 26.7  34.0  39.3 3,009  3.46 0.13 3.24 0.10  21.9  9.4   6.3 
 
ELD  586 32.9  41.5  25.6 2,405  2.77 0.15 1.99 0.08  32.9 20.4 15.4 
 
SIE & SKC 800 28.0  46.4  25.6 5,339  4.74 0.16 3.65 0.09  43.3 21.6 16.8 
  
atotal number of occupied sites surveyed, individual site tallied for each year occupied. 
btotal number of surveys where owls detected. 
ccalculated as number surveys reproducing owls refused mice / number surveys reproducing owls offered mice. 
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Table 2.4. Number of times each criterion was used to determine owls were not reproducing for individual California spotted owl 

demography studies in the Sierra Nevada, 1986-2002.  Number of times a walk-in survey using each respective criterion led to 

incorrect conclusions about reproductive status for the year for a pair of owls in parentheses.  
 
 

        Study Area 
 
Criteria Used     LAS   ELD         SIE & SKC    
 
Absence of Female      15 (0)   -   - 
Brood Patch     
 
Female Observed Roosting      55 (4)   -   281 (10) 
During Nesting Period                 
 
Female Determined Single   -   -     14 (0) 
 
Owls found roosting >twice   -   -   - 
with no young observed 
 
  Use of Micea 
refuses mouse >30 min. and search for -   -   140 (21) 
>120 min. 
 
>2 mice eaten or cached and cached last -   140 (8)  - 
 
2 or 3 mice eaten or cached and refused last -   -     60 (4) 
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Table 2.4 continued.  
 
 

        Study Area 
  

Criteria Used     LAS   ELD         SIE & SKC    
 
2 or 3 mice eaten or cached and  154 (5)   -     51 (3) 
refused last >30 min. 
 
2 mice eaten or cached and   -       8 (0)    - 
 refused 3rd >60 min. 
 
each owl ate or cached 2 mice  -   -   28 (0) 
 
>3 mice eaten or cached   -   31 (2)   - 
 
One owl eats or caches 3 mice  -   -   51 (0) 
and one eats or caches 1 
 
>4 mice eaten or cached   533 (19)  215 (4)   570 (32) 
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Figure 2.1.  Effect of reduced survey effort on annual estimates of reproductive output by 

California spotted owls for the Eldorado Study Area.  Data sets from 1996-2002 were 

subsampled to simulate lower survey effort and resultant means were compared with 

whole dataset means for these year.  Low reproduction trend line represents simulation 

results from years when young fledged per female was below average, and high 

reproduction trend line represents simulation results for years when young fledged per 

female was above average. 
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Figure 2.2. Effect of requiring one walk-in survey versus two to determine a female 

fledged no young on California spotted owl reproductive output for the Lassen (LAS) and 

Sierra - Sequoia Kings Canyon (SSK) Study Areas.  Difference (y-axis) calculated as 

mean annual reproductive output if one walk-in survey is required minus mean annual 

reproductive output if two walk-in surveys are required. 
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Figure 2.3.  The effect of imposing the Eldorado Study Area field methods on the Lassen 

(LAS) and Sierra - Sequoia Kings Canyon (SSK) Study Area data (A), and the effect of 

imposing the Lassen field methods on the Sierra - Sequoia Kings Canyon Study Area 

data (B).  Difference (y-axis) calculated as mean annual reproductive output based on 

imposed field methods minus mean annual reproductive output using own field methods. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

TEMPORAL VARIABILITY OF FITNESS COMPONENTS: IMPLICATIONS 

FOR THE LIFE HISTORY STRATEGY OF THE CALIFORNIA SPOTTED OWL 

IN THE CENTRAL SIERRA NEVADA 

 

Abstract: Life history studies of long-lived iteroparous vertebrates such as the spotted 

owl (Strix occidentalis) have usually found that population growth rate (�) was most 

sensitive to adult survival, and that other fitness components (e.g., reproductive output) 

were most affected by environmental stochasticity.  It has also been suggested that 

reproductive output and juvenile survival may influence temporal variation in � more 

than adult survival does, and that long-lived iteroparous vertebrates may follow a “bet-

hedging” strategy in which they tradeoff current year reproductive output for future 

survival.  I treated these general observations as hypotheses which I examined using 15 

years of mark-recapture data from a population of California spotted owls (S. o. 

occidentalis) in the Sierra Nevada, California.  Like previous studies of northern spotted 

owls (S. o. caurina), I found that the annual survival rate (�) of owls >1-year-old 

exhibited much less temporal variability (
^

CV = 0.04) than reproductive output (R) of 

owls >1-year-old (
^

CV = 0.83), and that R was strongly influenced by environmental 

stochasticity.  The combination of weather conditions during the prior winter and during 

incubation explained 84% of the temporal variability in R.  Using a projection matrix to 

estimate � with log transformed sensitivities ( ê ) to assess the relative importance of 

fitness components, I found that � was most sensitive to � ( ê = 0.77), and less sensitive to 

either R ( ê = 0.12) or juvenile survival ( ê = 0.12).  For comparison, I used a temporal 

symmetry approach to estimate seniority probability (�; the proportional contribution of 

individuals in year t to abundance in t+1).  My estimate of � (0.81) corroborated the 

sensitivity analysis regarding the importance of territorial owl survival to �.  Although 

results from my sensitivity analysis generally agreed with previous studies, I found that a 

combination of other components (R and juvenile survival) contributed more than � to 
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the observed annual variability in �.  Although the pattern of temporal variability among 

demographic parameters indicated spotted owls followed a bet-hedging life history 

strategy, annual R and � were uncorrelated (r = -0.05).  Because of earlier findings that � 

was most sensitive to variation in �, conservation strategies have tended to focus on adult 

survival.  However, my results suggest conservation measures for spotted owl 

populations may also be as enhanced by targeting reproductive output rather than 

survival, as long as actions do not reduce survival of individuals >1-year-old. 

    

key words: elasticity analysis, life history strategy,  population growth rate, Sierra 

Nevada, spotted owl, Strix occidentalis, temporal variability. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Understanding the connection between a species’ population dynamics and the 

importance of it’s life history stages to population growth is important for refining theory 

regarding life history strategy (Caughley 1994) and for conservation planning (Mills et al. 

1999).  Because survival and reproductive output determine individual fitness, there is a 

direct link between demography and the evolution of life history strategy (Stearns 1992).  

This relationship allows population growth rate (�) to be considered as a measure of 

fitness, with survival and reproductive output considered to be fitness components 

(Caswell 2001).  Projection matrices can be used to estimate asymptotic �, which also 

allows for estimation of the proportional contribution of each matrix element to � using 

elasticity analysis (Caswell 2001).  Elasticities can be used for comparison of life history 

strategies within and among taxa (de Kroon et al. 2000) and for assessing the relative 

contribution of fitness components to variation in � (van Tienderen 1995, Horvitz et al. 

1997). 

 For most iteroparous vertebrates, proportional changes in the survival rate of 

adults are thought to have a greater effect on � than proportional changes in all other 

fitness components, with this relationship apparently strengthening for species with 

longer generation times that produce fewer young (Gaillard et al. 2000, Sæther and 

Bakke 2000).  It has also been estimated that fitness components that have the greatest 
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influence on � typically exhibit the least amount of temporal variability (Gaillard et al. 

1998).  This phenomenon may be caused by canalization (a process in which 

developmental mechanisms reduce phenotypic variation) and should be more pronounced 

in traits under strong selective pressure compared to traits under weak selective pressure 

(Stearns and Kawecki 1994).  Thus, natural selection in long-lived species is thought to 

buffer adult survival against environmental variation because of its large contribution to � 

(Pfister 1998, Gaillard and Yoccoz 2003).  In addition, since individuals of some species 

apparently forego breeding in poor years, these individuals may trade off the cost of 

reproductive effort to enhance other life history characteristics.  In other words, 

individuals may maximize their fitness by not breeding in a given year to reduce 

energetic or other costs that could reduce their long-term survival.  Such a tradeoff has 

been predicted for organisms in general (Cohen 1966, Schaffer 1974), and should play a 

role in the evolution of life history (Stearns 1992). 

 The spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) is found in forested mountains and canyon 

lands of western North America, and is often a focal point for conservation planning 

because of its close association with mature conifer forests of high economic value 

(Forsman et al. 1984, Verner et al. 1992).  Numerous demographic studies have been 

conducted within the range of all three subspecies of spotted owl.  These studies indicate 

that some populations have been declining while others appear stationary (Seamans et al. 

1999, Franklin et al. 2004, Anthony et al. In Press).  Annual variation in spotted owl 

demographic parameters, such as survival and reproductive output, appears to be 

correlated with weather (environmental stochasticity), although the relationship between 

weather and individual parameters apparently varies within and among subspecies 

(Franklin et al. 2000, Seamans et al. 2002, LaHaye et al. 2004, Olson et al. 2004).  

Because annual survival and reproductive output are two key population vital rates that 

influence annual abundance, it is likely that weather has a major impact on the annual 

population growth rate of spotted owls. 

 Spotted owls are relatively long-lived iteroparous vertebrates that produce 

relatively few young (Gutiérrez et al. 1995).  In addition, the proportion of territorial owls 

within a population that breed varies annually, and can range from nearly all individuals 
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producing young to nearly total reproductive failure of populations in some years 

(Seamans et al. 1999, Franklin et al. 2004, Anthony et al. In Press).  For the northern 

spotted owl (S. o. caurina), it has been estimated that � is most sensitive to changes in 

survival of adults compared to changes in recruitment parameters (i.e., reproductive 

output and juvenile survival; Lande 1988, Noon and Biles 1990).  In addition, the spotted 

owl apparently follows a pattern similar to other long-lived species in that adult survival 

exhibits the least amount of temporal variability among fitness components (Franklin et 

al. 2000, Seamans et al. 2002, LaHaye et al. 2004, Olson et al. 2004).  These findings 

suggest that spotted owls follow a “bet-hedging” life history strategy (Slatkin 1974, 

Boyce and Perrins 1987, Franklin et al. 2000), where there is a tradeoff between the mean 

and variance in reproductive output, and in adult survival.  Further, if spotted owls 

actively forego breeding in poor years, it suggests that they may be trading off the 

immediate cost of reproduction for the benefit of other life history characteristics such as 

survival.  

 In this paper I investigated demographic rates and the life history strategy of 

California spotted owls (S. o. occidentalis) under varying weather conditions over a 15-

year period in the central Sierra Nevada, California.  I examined the following 

hypotheses based on life history theory: (1) � is most sensitive to annual survival of owls 

>1-year-old and least sensitive to recruitment parameters; (2) survival of owls >1-year-

old exhibits the least amount of temporal variability among demographic parameters 

because of its importance to �; (3) reproductive output is more strongly influenced by 

environmental stochasticity than is survival of owls >1 year old; (4) relative to their 

sensitivities, recruitment parameters play a larger role than survival of owls >1-year-old 

in determining annual variation in �; and (5) a cost of reproduction produces an annual 

tradeoff between reproduction and survival for adult owls such that the expected survival 

of owls >1 year-old will be lower following years with high reproductive out.  

Hypotheses 1-3 have been investigated for the northern and Mexican spotted owls, but 

not in depth for the California spotted owl.  Hypothesis 5, and in particular hypothesis 4, 

have not been investigated empirically for any subspecies of spotted owl.  I first 

estimated annual survival, reproductive output, seniority probability, and their 
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correlations to weather, and used a variance components analysis to estimate temporal 

process variation of these parameters (Searle et al. 1992, Burnham and White 2002).  I 

used a sensitivity analysis to examine each parameter’s relative contribution to �.  I then 

examined sources of temporal variability in � and the correlation among individual 

demographic parameters.  My empirical approach provides further insight into the theory 

of life history strategy for long-lived species and specifically advances our understanding 

of variability in � for spotted owl populations.    

 

STUDY AREA 

 My 925 km2 study area was located in the central Sierra Nevada, California, 

approximately between the Middle Fork of the American River and the Rubicon River 

(Seamans et al. 2001).  Within this area, owls were surveyed on a 355 km2 “Density 

Study Area” 1986-2004.  The Density Study Area was completely surveyed for spotted 

owls each year regardless of land ownership or historic occupancy by owls.  In 1997 I 

established the “Regional Study Area,” which surrounded the Density Study Area.  The 

Regional Study Area consisted of historic owl sites and owl sites that were located from 

1997-1999.  However, areas between owl sites on the Regional Study Area were not 

completely surveyed. 

 The Sierra Nevada was the dominant physical feature of the area.  The study area 

was typical of the mid-elevation Sierra Nevada, with mountainous terrain bisected by 

steep river canyons.  Elevations ranged from 366 to 2,401 m.  Climate was 

Mediterranean, with cool wet winters and hot dry summers.  From 1962 to 1995, average 

annual precipitation was 158 cm at Blodgett Experimental Forest (located on the study 

area at 1,340 m elevation; Olson and Helms 1996).  Thirty-five percent of precipitation 

fell as snow, averaging 254 cm per year.  Average minimum temperature in January was 

1°C and average maximum temperature in July was 28°C (Olson and Helms 1996). 

 Diversity and structure of vegetation on the study area was influenced by 

elevation, topography, soil, and natural disturbance history.  Sierran Mixed Conifer 

Forest was the principal vegetation type (SNEP 1996), and was dominated by ponderosa 

pine (Pinus ponderosa) and white fir (Abies concolor).  Other common tree species were 
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sugar pine (P. lambertiana), California black oak (Quercus kelloggii), Douglas-fir 

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), and incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens).  Red Fir Forest was 

less abundant but common at higher elevations and was dominated by red fir (A. 

magnifica) and lodgepole pine (P. contorta).  Montane Manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.)  

Chaparral, Black Oak Woodland, and barren rock were less abundant but locally 

important vegetation or landscape features (SNEP 1996). 

 

METHODS 

Field Methods 

 I surveyed spotted owls from 1 April to 28 August each year following methods 

described by Franklin et al. (1996).  I estimated reproductive output (the number young 

fledged per female) by feeding owls live mice and observing the behavior of owls 

(Franklin et al. 1996).  I attempted to capture and band all spotted owls detected using the 

methods of Franklin et al. (1996).  Once captured, I fitted owls with a U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service locking aluminum band on the tarso-metatarsus of one leg.  On the 

opposite leg I marked individuals >1-year-old with a unique color-band and tab 

combination, and I marked juvenile owls with a color band unique to their cohort (i.e., 

year of hatching).  When I recaptured juveniles as territory holders in later years I 

remarked them with unique color-bands and tabs.  I determined the sex of owls based on 

the pitch of their calls and their behavior (Forsman et al. 1984).  I identified four age-

classes based on plumage characteristics (Forsman 1981, Moen et al. 1991): juvenile; 1-

year-old (first year subadult); 2-year-old (second-year subadult); and > 3-years old 

(adult). 

 

Weather Data Collection 

I used data recorded at 5 local weather stations to depict weather conditions on the 

study area.  Stations were located at: Lake Spaulding (39°19'N 120°38'W, elevation 

1,572 m); Bowman Dam (39°27'N 120°39'W, elevation 1,641 m); Bald Mountain 

(38°54'N 120°42'W, elevation 1,341 m); Hell Hole Reservoir (39°04'N 120°25'W, 

elevation 1,468 m); and Blodgett Experimental Forest (38°55'N 120°40'W, elevation 
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1,345 m).  The latter 3 stations were on the study area and reported hourly readings for 

precipitation and temperature. Stations at Lake Spaulding and Bowman Dam were 

approximately 10 to 20 km north of the study area and reported daily readings of 

precipitation, snow depth, and maximum and minimum temperature.  University of 

California Berkeley Blodgett Experimental Forest (Georgetown, CA) supplied data for 

Blodgett, and other data were obtained from the Western Regional Climate Center (Reno, 

NV).  I used data from the hourly stations on the study area to estimate hourly 

temperature and daily precipitation, and data from the other stations to estimate the 

number of days with snow cover and daily snow depth.  In addition, I used data from the 

National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/; 

January 2005) to estimate the direction and strength of the Southern Oscillation 

(difference in barometric pressure over the eastern versus western Pacific Ocean at the 

equator).  Rather than categorize periods as “El Niño” or “La Niña,” I used monthly 

values for the Southern Oscillation Index directly. 

 

Weather Model Development 

   I developed a suite of a priori hypotheses regarding the influence of weather on 

owl survival, reproductive output, and seniority probability (Tables 3.1 and 3.2).  

Seniority probability was the probability that an individual in year t+1 was a survivor 

from, and territorial in, year t (Nichols et al. 2000).  Thus, seniority probability could 

have increased from year to year if territorial owls from previous years consistently 

comprised larger portions of the territorial population in subsequent years.  Seniority 

probability could have decreased from year to year even if survival of territorial owls 

remained constant and if immigration and recruitment into the territorial population 

increased.  I developed hypotheses for all demographic parameters based on my own 

observations of spotted owls, and literature on spotted owls and other avian species 

(Burnham and Anderson 1998, Franklin et al. 2000).  I formulated hypotheses based on 

the effects of weather on spotted owls during critical life-history periods (Tables 3.1 and 

3.2).  Timing of these periods within the breeding cycle was described by Forsman et al. 

(1984), Gutiérrez et al. (1995), and Franklin et al. (2000).  I constructed a statistical 
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model for each a priori hypothesis that represented a predicted relationship between the 

hypothesized weather effect and a spotted owl demographic parameter (White 2001). 

 I hypothesized two types of weather effects on owls: direct and indirect.  In 

general, I hypothesized that direct effects (e.g., cold temperatures, higher precipitation, 

extreme events) would have negative impacts on survival and reproductive output 

(below; Table 3.2).  My hypotheses regarding the relationship between seniority 

probability and weather were more complicated because seniority probability was a 

function of adult survival from the previous year, and recruitment of new individuals into 

the population (Pradel 1996).  Because population growth rate was probably most 

sensitive to changes in survival of owls >1-year-old (Noon and Biles 1990), I used the 

same hypotheses for seniority probability as I did for survival (Table 3.2).  However, 

variation in the number of new individuals recruited into the population may also have 

affected annual estimates of seniority probability.  Therefore, I hypothesized that direct 

negative impacts on reproductive output from the previous year would have a positive 

impact on seniority probability because these impacts would result in fewer available 

recruits.  I also hypothesized that severe conditions during periods that were important to 

juvenile survival would have a positive effect on seniority probability.  Because the key 

period for juvenile survival may have been during fall (Forsman et al. 2002), I 

hypothesized cold and wet conditions during this period would have a positive impact on 

seniority probability.  In general, I hypothesized indirect effects would have positive 

impacts on survival and reproductive output (below; Table 3.2).  I did not develop 

hypotheses depicting the influence of indirect effects on seniority probability because of 

the shared contribution (i.e., confounding factors) of different demographic 

characteristics to this parameter. 

 I predicted that variability in annual weather would directly affect spotted owls by 

affecting thermoregulatory requirements, and would affect the cost and benefits of 

foraging activities (Newton 1998, Franklin et al. 2000).  Therefore, I hypothesized that 

cold and wet (average daily precipitation) conditions during winter (November - March) 

would negatively affect survival, reproductive output, and seniority probability.  I 

hypothesized that cold and wet conditions during incubation (April) and brooding (May) 
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would negatively affect reproductive output, and during fall (September - October) would 

negatively affect seniority probability.  Rather than using mean daily maximum or 

minimum temperature values, I used the minimum daily energy requirements for spotted 

owls to depict the effect of temperature.  I used the metabolic equations developed by 

Weathers et al. (2001) for spotted owls and hourly temperature readings to calculate the 

average daily resting energy expenditure below the thermoneutral zone during a critical 

life history period.  I also hypothesized that heat stress during the previous summer (June 

- August) may affect over-winter survival because spotted owls are relatively heat 

intolerant (Weathers et al. 2001).  This latter negative effect would occur because owls 

would have to expend more energy for cooling, which might reduce body condition 

heading into the winter. I quantified the direct effect of hot temperatures by calculating 

the average daily resting energy expenditure above the thermoneutral zone (Weathers et 

al. 2001) using hourly temperature readings.   

 Extreme weather events may also directly affect birds (Newton 1998).  Therefore, 

I hypothesized that extended periods of precipitation during the winter would interfere 

with hunting and would increase energy demands or reduce foraging time to the point of 

starvation, thus affecting demographic parameters.  The length of time to reach starvation 

level for spotted owls was unknown, therefore, I used the estimate from Handrich et al. 

(1993) of 8 days for the barn owl (Tyto alba).  I considered the number of periods with 8 

consecutive days of measurable precipitation (>0.025 cm) during winter, and maximum 

number of consecutive days of measurable precipitation during winter, as predictive 

covariates (Table 3.1).  I hypothesized that average daily snow depth and the number of 

days of snow cover during winter would negatively affect demographic parameters by 

reducing foraging success.  Lastly, I hypothesized that El Niño- or La Niña-like 

conditions may adversely affect spotted owl demography.  Redmond and Koch (1991) 

estimated that periods preceded by 4 months of negative Southern Oscillation Index 

(SOI) values were strongly correlated with El Niño conditions, while periods preceded by 

4 months of positive SOI values were generally considered to represent La Niña 

conditions.  The strength of these events was correlated with the magnitude of the SOI 
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value.  El Niño events in California typically result in higher than average rainfall and 

warmer temperatures, while La Niña events are typically drier and cooler than average. 

 Weather may indirectly affect spotted owls by affecting vegetation growth, which 

would affect either prey numbers or prey availability by enhancing conditions for the 

owl’s prey.  For example, warm temperatures and increased precipitation may increase 

vegetative growth and seed production.  Neotoma spp., Peromyscus spp., and Glaucomys 

sabrinus were the primary prey for owls on my study (Verner et al. 1992, MES 

unpublished data).  These mammals obtained their food from seeds, vegetation, and fungi 

(Williams et al. 1992, Pyare and Longland 2002).  Therefore, I hypothesized that 

precipitation during the previous winter would have a positive effect on vegetative 

growth, small mammal populations, and spotted owl demographic parameters (Seamans 

et al. 2002, LaHaye et al. 2004).  The dominant oaks on my study area (Quercus kelloggii 

and Q. chrysolepis) were 2-year oaks (pollination in spring year t, with acorns dropping 

in the fall year t+1), and temperatures may influence their mast production during 

pollination (Koenig et al. 1999).  A similar relationship, with the same one-year lag, has 

been suggested for ponderosa pine seed production (Maguire 1956).  Therefore, I 

hypothesized that warm temperatures during spring (April) would positively affect the 

acorn crop, which would affect Peromyscus spp. (Jameson 1953, Gashwiler 1979) and 

Neotoma spp. (Kelly 1990) survival and reproduction, and, consequently, spotted owl 

demographic parameters the following year.  I did not know if weather limits Glaucomys 

sabrinus populations (Rosenberg et al. 2003, Ransom and Sullivan 2004).  However, 

research on small mammal has shown that they may take advantage of favorable 

conditions and expand their breeding seasons (Millar and Gyug 1981, Modi 1984, Kelly 

1990).  Therefore, I also hypothesized that mild conditions in the fall or an extended 

growing season would positively affect the owl’s winter survival or next year’s 

reproductive output and seniority probability.  I approximated the length of the growing 

season by calculating the number of consecutive days with minimum temperature >0°C, 

based on 7 day running averages.  Lastly, I hypothesized alternating good and bad years 

(i.e., odd-even effect) for reproductive output.  This last hypothesis was not weather 
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related, but was based on general observations from other California and northern spotted 

owl studies (Franklin et al. 2004, Anthony et al. In Press). 

 

Analysis of Demographic Parameters 

 I considered each hypothesis formulated above to be an a priori model 

representing the effect of specific environmental conditions on variation in survival, 

reproductive output, and seniority probability.  I considered all of the a priori hypotheses 

for each parameter to be competing models (Table 3.2).  In addition to a set of base 

models (Table 3.2), I considered models with extreme weather events (S3-8, G3-9, R4-9) 

in combination with other direct effects during nesting (S2, G10-11, R1-2).  I did not 

consider models with extreme events and conditions during winter because most of these 

weather covariates were correlated (r > 0.5).  I used an information theoretic approach to 

compare models based on their relative ability to explain variation in the data (Akaike 

1973, Burnham and Anderson 1998).  I ranked competing models that represented the 

relationship between weather and demographic parameters using Akaike’s Information 

Criteria corrected for small sample size (AICC).  I addressed uncertainty in selecting the 

best models by calculating AICC weights (wi; Burnham and Anderson 1998). 

 I used an open population Cormack-Jolly-Seber model in Program Mark (White 

and Burnham 1999) to estimate annual “apparent survival” of owls >1-year-old (�) using 

the capture histories of subadult and adult females and males from 1990-2004 (e.g., 

Lebreton et a. 1992).  I considered my estimates of survival as “apparent” survival 

because they represented the probability of a banded owl surviving and remaining within 

the study population.  I did not use data collected before 1990 because survey effort was 

much lower during this period and sample sizes were small (see Chapter 2).  I also could 

not model juvenile survival because too few of the banded juveniles were recaptured in 

subsequent years (Seamans et al. 2001, Franklin et al. 2004).  When estimating � and 

recapture rates, I considered age (a; subadult versus adult), sex (s), and time (categorical 

time [t], linear time trend [T], and quadratic time trend [TT]) constraints in addition to 

weather covariates.  I found no evidence of overdispersion ( ĉ ) within the data ( ĉ < 1) 

after examining global models using Program Release (Burnham et al. 1987).  As a 
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general strategy, I first modeled recapture rates using a global structure on survival 

(�s*a*t).  Structures and covariates used to model recapture rate included all combinations 

of: intercept only, age, sex, time, and annual survey effort (Seamans et al. 2001, Franklin 

et al. 2004).  I selected the best recapture rate structure based on AICC, and then used this 

structure for all subsequent � models.  I next modeled � using only sex, age, and time 

constraints.  I then used the best sex and age structures when modeling weather 

covariates.  I estimated temporal process variation ( 2σ̂ temporal; the natural variation in 

annual survival rates attributable to differences among years) using an intercept-only 

model in the variance components module of Program Mark (White and Burnham 2002).  

I assessed the performance of my best weather model by examining the magnitude of 
2σ̂ temporal when the weather covariate(s) were included in the estimation of �. 

 I estimated reproductive output (R; annual number young fledged per female) 

using PROC MIXED in program SAS (Littell et al. 1996).  I used a mixed model analysis 

of variance (Searle et al. 1992) with the number of young fledged as the dependent 

variable, age of female (a; subadult or adult) and weather covariates as fixed effects, year 

as a random effect, and individual female as a random blocking factor.  I only used data 

from 1990-2004 because of a change in survey effort and small sample sizes before 1990 

(see Chapter 2).  I considered year as the experimental unit in a repeated measures design 

(Newman et al. 1997, Franklin et al. 2000, 2004).  I first used restricted maximum 

likelihood estimation to model block covariance structures.  Using model {Ra + t} I fit the 

following covariance structures: log-linear variance; compound symmetric; first order 

autoregressive; and heterogeneous autoregressive (Littell et al. 1996).  I selected the best 

covariance structure based on AICC, and then used this structure with full maximum 

likelihood estimation to model fixed effects.  I estimated 2σ̂ temporal of R using an intercept 

only model within the restricted maximum likelihood approach.  I assessed the 

performance of my best weather model by examining the magnitude of 2σ̂ temporal when 

weather covariate(s) were included in the estimation of R. 

 I estimated seniority probability (�) using temporal symmetry capture-recapture 

methods (Pollock et al. 1974, Pradel 1996, Nichols et al. 2000).  I used Program Mark 
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(Burnham and White 1999) and data consisting of capture history information from owls 

on the Density Study Area from 1990-2004 for analysis.  I did not use capture 

information from the Regional Study Area because it was neither surveyed <1997 nor 

completely surveyed.  Estimation of � also required modeling � and recapture rates.  I 

modeled recapture rates according to the best structure obtained from survival modeling.  

Because I was primarily interested in variation in � due to changes in recruitment, I used 

a means-only structure for �.  Post hoc, I also considered a categorical time structure on � 

and found this had only a small effect (<5% change) on point or variance estimates of �.  

I estimated 2ˆ temporalσ  using an intercept-only model for � in the variance components 

module of Program Mark (White and Burnham 2002).  I estimated how well my best 

weather model performed by examining the magnitude of 2ˆ temporalσ  when weather 

covariate(s) were included in the estimation of �.  I also restructured the � models to 

estimate population rate of change following Pradel (1996).  I used the acronym �λRJS  to 

identify this estimate of population rate of change within this paper (following Franklin et 

al. 2004).  I estimated 2ˆ temporalσ  for �λRJS  with a means model in Program Mark (White and 

Burnham 1999). 

 

Analysis of Life History Strategy 

 I used a single-sex projection matrix to examine the relative contribution of life 

history characteristics to asymptotic population rate of change (Caswell 2001).  I used the 

acronym �λPM  to identify the estimate of population rate of change using the projection 

matrix.  I used my estimates of R and � as matrix elements.  I divided R by two to 

estimate the number of female offspring per female.  I did not have an estimate of 

juvenile survival so I used an estimate from a study of California spotted owls in the San 

Bernardino Mountains (LaHaye et al. 2004, �J = 0.368; see below).  Use of the San 

Bernardino juvenile survival estimate in the matrix projection resulted in �λPM  

approximately equaling 1.  This growth rate was similar to that estimated using the 
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temporal symmetry capture-recapture methods noted above.  Therefore, it appeared that 

use of the San Bernardino estimate of juvenile survival introduced a minimal amount of 

bias into the elasticity analysis (e.g., Sæther and Bakke 2000).  I also felt that use of this 

estimate was reasonable because I was interested in life history strategy and was not 

drawing inference about rate of population change.  I used matrix elements that depicted 

only two age classes (juveniles and owls >1-year-old) because there was an insufficient 

number of subadults to estimate temporal variation in R and � for this age-class.   

 I assessed selection pressure on individual fitness components by calculating the 

elasticity ( �e ) of model parameters (Benton and Grant 1996, Caswell 2001) using 

program POP TOOLS (Hood 2002).  The relative sensitivity of �λPM  to variation in 

fitness components (i.e., �R , �ϕ , or juvenile survival) depends on both the �e  and temporal 

variation of the fitness components (Horvitz et al. 1997, Gaillard et al. 2000).  For 

example, adult survival may have high elasticity but have less importance in determining 

annual changes in λ  than components with lower elasticity yet greater temporal 

variability.  I estimated the variance of � (var[�]) following Tuljapurkar and Caswell 

(1997): 

    var(�)  = e
ij

ij ij
2 2×� CV  

where eij
2 was the elasticity of the element (�) in row i and column j in the matrix, and 

CV was the element’s coefficient of variation, temporalσ̂ / �.  I presented the contribution of 

each matrix element as a proportion of the total var(�), thus, the sum of contributions 

equals 1.0.  For juvenile survival, I estimated 2ˆ temporalσ  as the variance of the minimum 

known proportion surviving from each cohort from the San Bernardino Mountains (CV = 

0.41).  I considered this an approximation of temporal variability in juvenile survival, 

and, in an exploratory analysis, examined values 50% above and below this value to 

assess their influence on var(�).  I qualitatively compared the estimate of e for � to the 

estimate of � from my seniority probability analysis as a check on my results.  Nichols et 

al. (2000) noted that � is essentially a proportional contribution parameter and analogous 
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to an elasticity.  Further, interpretation of � does not carry many of the strict assumptions 

associated with PMλ̂  and the accompanying elasticity analysis. 

 Ideally, covariation among fitness components should be considered when 

assessing tradeoffs and the amount each parameter contributed to var(�) (van Tienderen 

1995).  I could not examine the full effect of covariation on my inferences because I 

lacked an estimate of correlation between juvenile survival and other components.  

Therefore, I examined the potential for tradeoffs between demographic parameters by 

estimating simple correlation coefficients between annual �, R, and �.  In addition, I 

developed three models to examine the effect of reproduction on � and �.  For �, I 

compared models {�s+R} and {�s*R} with my best weather models using AICC.  Here, R 

represented annual reproductive output calculated from a means-only model with my 

reproductive output data.  I examined the sign of the regression coefficients (	R and 	s*R), 

and their confidence intervals to estimate the strength of any relationship between � and 

R (Anthony et al. In Press).  I followed the same procedure for �, comparing the AICC 

value from model {�R} to my best weather models for �, and examined the sign and 

precision of the regression coefficient (	R).  I modeled � with R to examine potential 

tradeoffs between fitness components.  In contrast, I modeled � with R primarily to 

examine the contribution of the previous year’s reproductive output to variation in �, not 

to examine a tradeoff between these parameters. 

 

RESULTS 

Weather and Survival 

 During the 15-year study I identified 246 individuals >1-year-old on 924 capture 

occasions (does not include multiple captures of the same individual in the same year).  

The best recapture rate structure {Peffort} indicated recapture rates varied by annual 

survey effort.  I used this structure for all subsequent � (and �) modeling.  I examined sex 

and age effects on � in conjunction with t, T, and TT time structures.  The data best 

supported a model that included a sex effect, suggesting males had higher survival than 
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females.  Thus, I considered a sex effect on � in subsequent modeling with weather 

covariates. 

 I examined 34 weather models that included my base models (Table 3.2) and non-

linear forms of weather covariates (i.e., log-linear and quadratic transformed covariates) 

in non-interactive models.  For competing models that included the same weather 

covariates, one in linear and one in non-linear form, I presented only the model with the 

lowest AICC (Table 3.3).  The best approximating weather model {�s+LSNDP} indicated 

that annual survival varied by the log of snow depth.  However, the regression coefficient 

for this model indicated a positive relationship between snow depth and survival, which 

was opposite of what I hypothesized ( β̂ LSNWD = 3.46, CI = -0.27 to 7.20).  The next best 

weather model, {�s+WSOI
2}, suggested a quadratic relationship between � and the 

Southern Oscillation Index just prior to winter, with owls experiencing higher survival 

when conditions were neutral; neither El Niño nor La Niña.  For this model, the 

confidence interval of the regression coefficient for the quadratic term barely included 

zero ( β̂ WSOI = -0.16, CI = -0.32 to 0.00; β̂ WSOI
2 = -0.07, CI = -0.16 to 0.02).  Therefore, 

I used this model for inference regarding explanation of temporal variance in � by 

weather.  The covariate WSOI2 explained 60% of the estimated temporal process 

variation in � (Table 3.4). 

 

Weather and Seniority Probability 

 Of the 246 territorial individuals color marked, I used the 174 that were banded 

on the Density Study Area for modeling �.  I examined 18 models that predicted weather 

effects on �, including linear and non-linear forms of most models.  The best weather 

model, {�WSOI
2

+INCE+INCP}, suggested � varied according to the quadratic form of the 

Southern Oscillation Index just prior to winter, and by conditions during the prior 

incubation period.  Regression coefficients were relatively precise for this model ( β̂ WSOI 

= 0.42, CI = 0.14 to 0.69; β̂ WSOI
2 = 0.14, CI = 0.01 to 0.28; β̂ INCE = 4.18, CI = 1.22 to 

7.15; β̂ INCP = -3.62, CI = -7.11 to -0.12), and suggested � was positively correlated with 

the Southern Oscillation Index just prior to winter, positively correlated with energy 
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expenditure during the previous incubation period, and negatively correlated with mean 

daily precipitation from the previous incubation period (Fig. 3.1A).  Model 

{�WSOI
2

+INCE+INCP} explained 39% of the estimated temporal process variation in � (Table 

3.4). 

 

Weather and Reproductive Output 

 I assessed the reproductive output of 125 female spotted owls on 425 occasions 

from 1990 through 2004.  The best covariance structure for the repeated measures was 

heterogeneous-autoregressive.  Mean annual R ranged from 0.030 to 2.129.  I first 

compared a means model with an age- (subadult versus adult) structured model.  This 

comparison suggested R varied by age of female (model {Ra2} was 4.7 AICC units lower 

than {R.}; β̂ a2 = 0.18, 
^

SE  = 0.07), thus I included female age in all subsequent models.  

The best weather model (Ra+WSOI+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP; Table 3.3) suggested R varied by the 

environmental conditions during incubation, and was negatively correlated to the 

Southern Oscillation Index associated with the winter just prior to nesting ( β̂ WSOI =         

-0.26, CI = -0.33 to -0.18; Table 3.3).  The main effects of the best model suggested R 

declined with increasing mean daily precipitation and mean daily minimum energy 

expenditure during incubation ( β̂ INCE = -0.020, CI = -0.030 to -0.010; β̂ INCP = -9.132, 

CI = -14.30 to -3.96).  The interaction term ( β̂ INCE×INCP = 0.058, CI = 0.021 to 0.095) 

suggested R was greatest when conditions during incubation were mild (i.e., low 

precipitation and minimum energy requirement), and also when conditions were severe 

(i.e., high precipitation and maximum energy requirement).  However, examination of 

predicted values from the best model indicated that increases in R during severe 

conditions were very slight compared to increases during mild conditions (Fig. 3.1B). 

 Most competing R models included the main effects of, and interaction between, 

precipitation and minimum energy requirement during incubation.  In addition, models 

with INCE and INCP accounted for nearly all AICC weight.  The best weather model, 

{Ra+WSOI+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP}, explained 84% of the estimated temporal process variation 

in R (Table 3.4). 
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Life History Strategy 

 The dynamics of my study population indicated that adult survival had high 

elasticity and relatively low temporal variability, whereas recruitment parameters 

(juvenile survival and reproductive output) had low elasticity and relatively high 

temporal variability (Tables 3.4 and 3.5).  Recruitment parameters had a large influence 

on the temporal variation in PMλ̂  (Table 3.5).  Assuming variability in juvenile survival 

was similar between California spotted owl populations, approximately two thirds of the 

observed temporal variability in �λPM  was attributable to recruitment parameters (Table 

3.5).  Over a range of potential values of temporal variability in juvenile survival, 

recruitment parameters were always more important than � to annual variability in PMλ̂  

(Table 3.5). 

 Annual R was not correlated to annual � from the subsequent winter (r = -0.05).  

Further, models {�s+R} and {�s*R} were >3.40 AICC units behind the top weather model, 

and the regression coefficient for R in these models was near zero (for top model β̂ R =    

-0.09, CI = -0.49 to 0.32).  The weak correlation between annual reproductive output and 

subsequent survival, and poor performance of reproductive output as a predictor of 

subsequent survival, suggested spotted owls in my study did not experience a tradeoff 

between reproduction and survival at the population level.  There was a moderate 

negative correlation between � and R (r = -0.61).  Model {�R} was 3.67 AICC units above 

my top weather model, and its regression coefficient suggested a negative linear 

relationship ( β̂ R = -0.75, CI =  -1.11 to -0.39).  Because � estimated the contribution of 

individuals in year t to the abundance of individuals in year t+1, 1 - � represented the 

contribution of new individuals in year t+1 to the population in year t+1.  Thus, the 

negative correlation between � and R, top ranking of model {�R}, and the relatively low 

estimate of temporal variability in survival, suggested recruitment of new individuals 

was, to a large part, the result of reproductive output from the previous year.  This 
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corroborated my elasticity analysis where I found that annual survival and recruitment 

parameters were about equally responsible for the annual variability in �λPM . 

 

DISCUSSION 

 Demographic analysis is an effective tool for understanding the relative 

contribution of different life stages to population growth, and for measuring the strength 

of selective pressure on different fitness components (Stearns 1992, Caswell 2001).  It is 

also useful, in conjunction with an understanding of the range of natural variation in 

parameters, for conservation planning (Mills et al. 1999, Wisdom et al. 2000).  Although 

comprehensive predictions from life history theory are difficult to formulate because 

there are always some organisms that serve as exceptions, there do appear to be some 

strong patterns emerging that fit within the theory, such as the relationship between the 

temporal variation in individual parameters and their relative importance to population 

growth, and the tradeoffs among individual parameters.  I treated these patterns as 

hypotheses to be examined with my data.  Previous studies of spotted owls have found 

that � was most sensitive to adult survival, that adult survival exhibited very low 

temporal variability relative to other parameters, and that reproductive output appeared to 

be more strongly influenced by stochastic variability than adult survival.  My results 

generally supported these findings, but I did find that reproductive output apparently 

played a larger role in spotted owl population dynamics than previously understood.  

Franklin et al. (2000) hypothesized that reproduction and recruitment might be 

responsible for most variation in �, but they did not test this prediction.  Also, results 

from my study population did not support the prediction of a tradeoff between adult 

survival and reproduction as suggested by Franklin et al. (2000). 

 

Parameter Estimates and their Relationship to Weather 

 I found that survival of owls >1-year-old was relatively high (>80%), which was 

consistent with other spotted owl studies (Seamans et al. 1999, Franklin et al. 2004, 

Anthony et al. In Press).  My point estimate of reproductive output, R = 0.64, was also 
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within the range reported for spotted owls (Seamans et al. 1999, Franklin et al. 2004, 

Anthony et al. In Press).  Except for this study, seniority probability has not been reported 

for spotted owls.  Franklin et al. (2000) reported that the recruitment rate (b) for a study 

of northern spotted owls as �b = 0.14 (the number of new animals in the population at time 

i per animal in the population at time i-1).  Recruitment rate is related to � and � as 

(Pradel 1996): 

 

    bi  = �i - �i = �i ([1-�i+1]/[�i+1]). 

 

Based on the above, the annual recruitment rate on my study area, �b = 0.18, was slightly 

higher but within the range of precision reported by Franklin et al. (2000). 

 In general, I found that the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) was a good predictor 

of spotted owl demographic parameters.  Although my top-ranked model suggested � 

increased with increasing snow depth, the direction of this relationship was opposite of 

my prediction.  Thus, I chose the next best model for inference, which included a 

quadratic form of SOI.  It is possible that snow depth, or some factor correlated with 

snow depth, had a positive effect on annual survival.  However, because this relationship 

was unclear, I felt it was not justified to draw inferences from this model.  The quadratic 

form of SOI did explain a moderate amount of the temporal variability in survival (60%), 

suggesting spotted owl survival was correlated with mild weather conditions (i.e., neither 

El Niño- nor La Niña-like conditions).   

 The relationship between � and weather was more complex than that of � and 

weather.  The top � model included the quadratic form of the SOI covariate for winter, 

and precipitation and energy requirement covariates from the previous incubation period.  

This model suggested that � increased under La Niña-like conditions during winter (and 

thus decreased under El Niño-like conditions), increased when energy requirements were 

high during the previous incubation period, and decreased as mean daily precipitation 

increased during the previous incubation period.  Because � was a function of survival 

and recruitment, and because I found that � exhibited relatively little temporal variability, 
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I suspected that most of the variability I observed in � was the result of variation in 

recruitment.  Thus, mild conditions during the previous incubation period (i.e., lower 

energy requirements) may have resulted in increased reproductive output, an increase of 

new recruits, and lower seniority probability.  My observation that � decreased with 

increasing precipitation was opposite of my prediction.  However, a negative effect of 

precipitation during incubation was a competing model for survival, which may partially 

explain this result.  Franklin et al. (2000) also hypothesized that variation in recruitment 

was a function of adult survival and reproductive output; high reproductive output 

increased the number of potential new recruits and high mortality of adults created open 

sites for new recruits to occupy.  My top model explained a moderate amount (39%) of 

the temporal variability in �, suggesting there were other factors, which I did not 

consider, that were as important as those in the top model for explaining variation in �. 

 A combination of SOI and conditions during incubation were the best predictors 

of reproductive output.  My top model suggested that R was negatively correlated with 

cold and wet conditions during incubation, and was negatively correlated with SOI 

associated with the preceding winter.  This model explained 84% of the temporal 

variability in R.  Franklin et al. (2000) also hypothesized that weather conditions during 

nesting were correlated with reproductive output, but found that conditions during 

brooding (May) were more important than conditions during incubation.  Although owls 

must increase their foraging activity and prey delivery to the nest to feed young during 

brooding (Delaney et al. 1999), conditions on my study during April were much more 

severe than during May (average monthly precipitation was 17% greater and 

temperatures were 40% lower in April versus May).  Such differences likely resulted in 

increased thermoregulatory costs and reduced foraging efficiency. 

 My results supported the prediction that reproductive output was affected more by 

environmental stochasticity than survival.  I found that R exhibited the greatest temporal 

variability among demographic parameters, � exhibited much less temporal variability, 

and � exhibited relatively low temporal variability.  This was consistent with the 

prediction for long-lived species where natural selection favors the evolution of high 

adult survival with low annual variability as a buffer against environmental stochasticity, 
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whereas recruitment parameters would not provide such buffers (Benton and Grant 1996, 

Gaillard et al. 2000).  Further, I found that my weather models explained a large portion 

of the temporal variability in R whereas they explained less variability in �.  However, 

my ability to explain temporal variation was a function of the models I created.  

Therefore, other factors were likely important for explaining variation in � and �, or there 

were more complex relationships between weather and these parameters than I expressed 

in my a priori hypotheses. 

 

Contributions of Demographic Parameters to Population Growth and its Variance 

 I found that � was much more sensitive to � than to other parameters.  The strong 

relationship between � and � has been predicted for long-lived iteroparous species 

(Gaillard et al. 1998, 2000, Pfister 1998, Sæther and Bakke 2000), including spotted owls 

(Lande 1988, Noon and Biles 1990).  The elasticity I estimated for � was lower than my 

calculated �, which suggested that survival of owls >1-year-old was more important than 

I inferred from the projection matrix analysis.  A possible explanation for the discrepancy 

between � and the elasticity of � centered on the interpretations of PMλ̂  and RJSλ̂ .  The 

projection matrix approach assumed geographic closure, whereas the temporal symmetry 

approach used to estimate � did not.  My inability to estimate juvenile survival was a 

consequence of dispersal of juveniles beyond my study area.  Thus, the assumption of 

closure was violated.  In addition, survival, as used in the projection matrix, was assumed 

to represent true survival, whereas survival within the temporal symmetry model 

represented the probability of surviving and remaining within the study area.  This 

difference in interpretation likely contributed to the differences between � and the 

elasticity of �.  Although my intent was to use the projection matrix to address 

evolutionary questions and not to estimate �, accurate estimates of vital rates were 

important for proper interpretation.  However, the fact that elasticity for � was likely 

greater than I calculated only strengthens the inference that � was most sensitive to 

survival of owls >1-year-old. 

 In general, my estimates of elasticity for � and R placed spotted owls within the 

range of elasticities for the parameters reported by Sæther and Bakke (2000) for other 
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long-lived avian species.  Using methods similar to ours, Doherty et al. (2004) also found 

a similar pattern of parameter elasticities for red-tailed tropicbirds (Phaethon 

rubricauda), a long-lived seabird.  I also found that there appeared to be a tradeoff 

between variance and elasticity; traits with higher elasticity had lower variation, 

suggesting that survival of individuals >1-year-old was canalized in spotted owls.  Thus, 

it appeared that natural selection had reduced variation in survival of owls >1-year-old 

(Gaillard and Yoccoz 2003), which was consistent with predictions from life history 

theory (e.g., Gaillard et al. 1998, 2000, Pfister 1998).  However, Doherty et al. (2004) 

found an equivocal relationship between parameter variances and sensitivities for the red-

tailed tropicbird after re-scaling sensitivities to account for bounded parameters (i.e., 

parameters that were the result of probabilities that could only take on values between 0 

and 1).  I examined my data post hoc by scaling survival sensitivities using an arcsine 

transformation (Link and Doherty 2002), and I found no difference in the rankings or 

relative differences among sensitivities of parameters. 

 Although survival of owls >1-year-old provided a baseline for the magnitude of � 

(Franklin et al. 2000), I found that recruitment parameters contributed more to annual 

variation in � than survival of owls >1-year-old.  The pattern where a demographic 

parameter’s increasing contribution to variability in � was associated with decreasing 

elasticity was consistent with what Gaillard et al. (2000) found for ungulates.  This 

pattern also suggested a selective buffering effect on survival, and that recruitment 

parameters were responsible for most of the annual variation in the population growth 

rate of owls.  The influence of recruitment parameters on variability in � was further 

supported by the relatively strong negative relationship between R and subsequent �, and 

because R and � were uncorrelated.  However, factors other than weather, such as habitat 

change, may affect temporal variability in � and may occur on a relatively longer time 

scale than my study.  The influence of habitat change on temporal variation is of concern, 

even if not statistically detectable, because it has the potential to affect owl survival and 

population persistence.  
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Tradeoffs Among Demographic Parameters 

 I examined correlations among matrix elements to estimate tradeoffs in life 

history strategy (Shea et al. 1994).  If there was correlation between vital rates, a change 

in one element of the projection matrix may have affected other elements in the opposite 

direction (Silverton et al. 1993, Sæther and Bakke 2000).  For example, it has been 

hypothesized that, because of the cost associated with reproduction, long-lived 

iteroparous species forgo breeding in some years in order to maximize survival (Cohen 

1966, Schaffer 1974).  Therefore, I did not use a single element and its variation to infer 

consequences on population growth rate (Brault and Caswell 1993, Shea et al. 1994, van 

Tienderen 1995).  The pattern of variability I observed suggested a “bet-hedging” life 

history strategy, one in which spotted owls forgo breeding in some years to potentially 

increase survival (Franklin et al. 2000).  However, I did not find a negative correlation 

between reproductive output and survival, which was a prediction if natural selection 

resulted in “bet hedging.”  Therefore, the evolutionary explanation for variability in 

spotted owl reproduction was unclear; the higher variance and lower elasticity of R 

suggest a tradeoff, but the correlation between R and � at the population level did not. 

 It has been hypothesized that animals may use cues to assess quality of the year 

for breeding before breeding begins (Cohen 1967).  Thus, a possible explanation for the 

variability in reproductive output was that spotted owls were tracking resources and only 

reproducing when conditions were optimal.  In addition, because I found similar 

responses of R and � to weather covariates, this suggested reproductive output and 

survival might have shared a common response to environmental stochasticity (i.e., if 

conditions were poor for survival they were exceptionally poor for reproduction).  

However, because � exhibited such low temporal variability, I propose that relatively 

extreme weather patterns such as those caused by a strong Southern Oscillation or those 

of longer duration provided sufficient selective pressure on these owls that longevity was 

the consequence. 
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Conclusions 

 The spotted owl is an excellent model for testing theory regarding life history 

strategy because of the many long-term, well-designed demographic studies being 

conducted on this species (Franklin et al. 2004, Anthony et al. In Press).  Most of these 

studies are using mark-recapture methodology, thus estimation of survival and 

recruitment parameters tend to be precise and unbiased.  In addition, field methods are 

relatively consistent across studies allowing for pooling of data and increased sample 

sizes.  The approach I have taken here could be applied to other spotted owl studies, 

which would allow a rare comparison of life history strategy within a single species. 

 Matrix projection and direct estimation methods of � can benefit species 

conservation planning by identifying specific life stages that are most likely to increase 

population growth rate (Wisdom et al. 2000, Nichols and Hines 2002).  My results 

suggest that either survival or reproductive output could be targeted for improvement.  

My results also suggest that adult survival may not be the best parameter to target for 

increasing population growth because it is near 1.0 and exhibits little temporal variability.  

However, habitat change may play a larger role in long-term population viability for 

spotted owls (Akçakaya and Raphael 1998).  In particular, natural disturbances or 

management actions that increase the temporal variability in survival of owls >1-year-old 

will likely have negative consequences for long-term population viability (Lande 1993).  

For management decisions affecting spotted owls in the Sierra Nevada, I suggest that 

nothing be done that reduces survival of owls >1-year-old, and that habitat manipulation 

be directed toward increasing reproductive output.  I believe more information is needed 

on juvenile survival and dispersal characteristics to understand their dynamics and to 

clarify the relationship between habitat and population rate of change. 
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Table 3.1. Description of covariates used to model spotted owl demographic parameters 

in the central Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004. 

 
Acronym Description        Units 
 
INCE  mean daily energy expenditure below thermoneutral zone   J g-1 hr-1 

 during incubation (April) 
 
INCP  mean daily precipitation during incubation (April)   cm 
 
BRDE  mean daily energy expenditure below thermoneutral zone   J g-1 hr-1 
 during brooding (May) 
 
BRDP  mean daily precipitation during incubation (May)   cm 
 
SUME  mean daily energy expenditure above thermoneutral zone   J g-1 hr-1 
 during summer 
 
DISE  mean daily energy expenditure below thermoneutral zone   J g-1 hr-1 
 during juvenile dispersal (Sept - Oct) 
 
DISP  mean daily precipitation juvenile dispersal (Sept - Oct)  cm 
 
WINE  mean daily energy expenditure below thermoneutral zone   J g-1 hr-1 
 during winter (Nov - March) 
 
WINP  mean daily precipitation during winter      cm 
 
WSOI  mean of southern Oscillation Index during 4 mos. prior to winter mb 
 
DSOI  mean of southern Oscillation Index during 4 mos. prior to  mb 
 juvenile dispersal 
 
SNWD  average daily snow depth       cm 
 
SNWC  total number of days snow cover >2.54 cm during winter  N 
 
8DPT  number of periods with >8 consecutive days measurable   N 
  precipitation during winter 
 
MDPT  maximum number of days with measurable precipitation   N 
 during winter 
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Table 3.1 continued. 

 
Acronym Description  Units 
 
ATLAG mean daily temperature during April y-1 °C 
 
FTLAG mean daily temperature during previous fall    °C 
 
GRWS  total number of consecutive days minimum temperature >0°C  N 
 based on 7 day running average during previous year 
 
EO  alternating good and bad years 
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Table 3.2.  Base models used to examine relationship between weather and spotted owl survival, seniority probability, and 

reproductive output in the central Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004. 

 
 Hypothesis        Model    Predicted Effect  
 
Apparent Survival ( �ϕ ) 

S1) Negative effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation  �WINE+WINP+WINE×WINP   	WINE<0, 	WINP<0, 
during winter, or negative effect of combination       	WINE×WINP<0 

 
S2) Negative effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation   �INCE+INCP+INCE×INCP   	INCE<0, 	INCP<0, 

during incubation, or negative effect of their combination      	INCE×INCP<0 
 
S3) Negative effect of El Niño-like conditions during winter or  �WSOI    	WSOI�0 

negative effect of La Niña-like conditions during winter 
 
S4) Negative effect of both La Niña- and El Niño-like conditions  �WSOI

2    	WSOI>0, 	WSOI
2<0 

  during winter 
 
S5) Negative effect of mean daily snow depth during winter  �SNWD    	SNWD<0 
 
S6) Negative effect total number of days with snow cover during winter �SNWC     	SNWC<0 
 
S7) Negative effect of multiple periods with precipitation during winter �8DPT     	8DPT<0 
 
S8) Negative effect of an extended period of precipitation during winter �MDPT    	MDPT<0 
 
S9) Positive effect of mild temperatures during fall   �FTLAG    	FTLAG>0  
 
S10) Positive effect of mild April year -2     �ATLAG    	ATLAG>0 
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Table 3.2 continued. 

 
 Hypothesis        Model    Predicted Effect  
 
S11) Positive effect of long growing season y-1    �GRWS    	GRWS>0  
 
S12) Positive effect of wet winter y-1      �WINP

-1    	WINP
-1>0 

 
S13) Negative effect of hot summer y-1      �SUME      	SUME<0 
 
Seniority Probability ( �γ ) 

G1) Negative effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation  �WNE+WINP+WINE×WINP   	WINE<0, 	WINP<0, 
during winter, or negative effect of their combination       	WINE×WINP<0 

 
G2) Positive effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation   �DISE+DISP+DISE×DISP   	DISE<0, 	DISP<0, 

during dispersal, or negative effect of their interaction       	DISE×DISP<0 
 
G3) Negative effect of El Niño-like conditions during winter or  �WSOI    	WSOI�0 

negative effect of La Niña-like conditions during winter 
 
G4) Negative effect of both La Niña- and El Niño-like conditions  �WSOI

2    	WSOI>0, 	WSOI
2<0 

  during winter 
 
G5) Positive effect of El Niño-like conditions during fall or  �FSOI    	FSOI�0 

negative effect of La Niña-like conditions during fall 
 
G6) Negative effect of mean daily snow depth during winter  �SNWD    	SNWD<0 
 
G7) Negative effect total number of days with snow cover during winter �SNWC     	SNWC<0 
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Table 3.2 continued. 

 
 Hypothesis        Model    Predicted Effect  
 
G8) Negative effect of multiple periods with precipitation during winter �8DPT     	8DPT<0 
 
G9) Negative effect of an extended period of precipitation during winter �MDPT    	MDPT<0 
 
G10) Positive effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation   �INCE+INCP+INCE×INCP   	INCE>0, 	INCP>0, 

during incubation y-1, or positive effect of their combination      	INCE×INCP>0 
 
G11) Positive effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation   �BRDE+BRDP+BRDE×BRDP   	BRDE>0, 	BRDP>0, 

during brooding y-1, or positive effect of their combination      	BRDE×BRDP>0 
 
Reproduction ( �R ) 
R1) Negative effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation   RINCE+INCP+INCE×INCP   	INCE<0, 	INCP<0, 

during incubation           	WINE×WINP<0 
 
R2) Negative effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation   RBRDE+BRDP+BRDE×BRDP   	BRDE<0, 	BRDP<0, 

during brooding            	BRDE×BRDP<0 
 
R3) Negative effect of cold temperatures and high precipitation  RWINE+WINP+WINE×WINP   	WINE<0, 	WINP<0, 

during preceding winter, or negative effect of combination      	WINE 
 
R4) Negative effect of El Niño- or La Niña-like conditions during   RWSOI    	WSOI�0 

preceding winter 
 
R5) Negative effect of both La Niña- and El Niño-like conditions  RWSOI

2    	WSOI>0, 	WSOI
2<0 

  during winter 
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Table 3.2 continued. 

 
 Hypothesis        Model    Predicted Effect  
 
R6) Negative effect of average daily snow depth during    RSNWD    	SNWD<0 

preceding winter 
 
R7) Negative effect total number of days with snow cover during  RSNWC     	SNWC<0 

 preceding winter 
 
R8) Negative effect of multiple periods with precipitation during winter R8DPT     	8DPT<0 
 
R9) Negative effect of an extended period of precipitation during winter RMDPT    	MDPT<0 
 
R10) Positive effect of mild temperatures during fall   RFTLAG    	FTLAG>0  
 
R11) Positive effect of mild April year -2     RATLAG    	ATLAG>0 
 
R12) Positive effect of long growing season y-1    RGRWS    	GRWS>0  
 
R13) Positive effect of wet winter y-1      RWINP

-1    	WINP 
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Table 3.3.  Ranking of models relating weather to spotted owl survival, seniority 

probability, and reproductive output, central Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004. 

 
          Model 
Model     AICC  AICC   wi likelihood  K  
 
Apparent Survival ( �ϕ ) 

�s+LSNDP    1192.2   0.0 0.1862  1.000  5  
�s     1193.8    1.5 0.0858  0.461  4  
�s+WSOI

2    1193.9   1.7 0.0797  0.428  6  
�s+LFTLAG    1194.7   2.5 0.0530  0.284  5  
�s+LINCP    1194.8   2.6 0.0504  0.271  5  
�s+WSOI+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP+SOI  1194.9   2.6 0.0497  0.267  7  
�s+SNWC    1195.0   2.8 0.0454  0.244  5  
�.     1196.1   3.9  0.0265  0.142  3  
 
Seniority Probability ( �γ ) 

�WSOI
2

+INCE+INCP   1873.0   0.0 0.647  1.000  8  
�t     1877.1   4.1 0.085  0.132  17  
�WSOI+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP  1878.0   5.0 0.052  0.081  8  
�FALP+WINP    1878.9   5.9 0.034  0.052  6  
�FALP     1878.9   5.9 0.032  0.051  5  
�FALE+FALP+FALE*FALP   1879.0   6.0 0.032  0.049  7  
�WSOI     1880.0   7.0 0.019  0.030  5  
�.     1882.5   9.5 0.006  0.009  4  
 
Reproductive Output ( �R ) 
Ra+WSOI+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP  968.0    0.0 0.996  1.000  23 
Ra+SNWC+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP  982.1  14.1 0.001  0.001  23 
Ra+SNWD+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP  982.4  14.4 0.001  0.001  23 
Ra+INCE+INCP+INCE*INCP   983.8  15.8 0.000  0.000  22 
Ra+INCE+INCP    984.2  16.2 0.000  0.000  21 
Ra+EO     984.7  16.7 0.000  0.000  20 
Ra+ATLAG    985.7  17.0 0.000  0.000  20 
Ra+WSOI     985.8  17.8 0.000  0.000  20 
Ra     986.4  18.4 0.000  0.000  19 
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Table 3.4.  Temporal variance components of spotted owl demographic parameters (�) in 

the central Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004. 

 
 
  Apparent   Reproductive           Seniority         Rate of Population 
          Survival ( �ϕ )    Output ( �R )         Probability ( �γ )       Change ( �λ ) 

 
�θ   0.8212   0.6392 0.8087  1.0000   

SE( �θ )  0.0129   0.0763 0.0150  0.0133 
2ˆ temporalσ  0.0009   0.2796 0.0046  0.0057 

          (0, 0.0062)a (0.1447, 0.7504)   (0.0012, 0.0169)   (0.0010, 0.0249) 
 

CV( �θ ) 0.0368   0.8272 0.0839  0.0755 
2
modˆ elσ b  0.0005   0.2350 0.0018 
2ˆ residualσ   0.0004      0.0446 0.0028 

          (0, 0.0064)a (0.0166, 0.3176)   (0.0001, 0.0164) 
 
a95% confidence interval. 
       
bamount of 2ˆ temporalσ  explained by best weather model. 
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Table 3.5. Percentage of total variation in population growth rate accounted for by life 

history characteristics (matrix elements) used in projection matrix for spotted owls in the 

central Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004.  Percentages estimated using a range of values for 

temporal variation in juvenile survival. 

 
             Percentage of population growth rate accounted for  
            when coefficient of variation for juvenile survival is: 
Matrix      
Element   ê  a 0.21 0.41  0.61  
 

Reproductive Output ( �R ) 0.12 51.8 47.5  41.7 
Juvenile Survival ( �ϕ J) 0.12  4.3 12.4  23.0 

Survival >1 year olds ( �ϕ ) 0.77 43.9 40.2  35.3 

 
amatrix element elasticity. 
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Figure 3.1.  Predicted values of spotted owl (A) seniority probability in relation to the 

mean daily precipitation and mean daily energy required for thermoregulation for 

temperatures below the thermoneutral zone (TNZ) during the incubation period from the 

previous year, and (B) reproductive output in relation to the mean daily precipitation and 

mean daily energy required for thermoregulation for temperatures below TNZ during the 

incubation period from the current year.  Predictive models for spotted owls in the central 

Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HABITAT AND VARIABILITY IN SPOTTED 

OWL POPULATION PARAMETERS IN THE CENTRAL SIERRA NEVADA 

 

Abstract: The California spotted owl (Strix occidentalis occidentalis) has been a central 

consideration of public land management planning in the Sierra Nevada for the past 15 

years.  Most plans contain specific guidelines for spotted owl habitat management; yet 

acknowledge considerable uncertainty regarding how habitat influences owl population 

processes.  Although the California subspecies apparently exhibits many of the same 

habitat affinities as the northern spotted owl (S. o. caurina), it has generally been 

assumed to use a wider variety of habitats.  Therefore, I examined the relationship 

between population parameters and habitat at the territory scale in a population of 

California spotted owls in the central Sierra Nevada, 1990-2004.  Specially, I estimated 

survival, reproductive output, and territory colonization and extinction probabilities in 

relation to time-varying individual habitat metrics.  I used an information-theoretic 

approach to rank competing hypotheses depicting these relationships.  Overall, habitat 

was a good predictor of survival of owls >1-year-old but a relatively poor predictor of 

reproductive output.  The total forest area comprised of medium-sized (30.4 - 60.9 cm 

dbh) and large trees (trees >61 cm dbh) with high canopy cover (>70%), and the amount 

of interior forest having these same structural attributes, were positively related to 

survival and territory colonization probability, and negatively related to territory 

extinction probability.  In addition, survival was negatively related to the amount of 

hardwood forest, while reproductive output was negatively related to the number of 

distinct patches of hardwood forest.  This latter result was unexpected given previous 

observations of spotted owl habitat selection.  Using a variance components analysis, my 

estimate of spatial variability in reproductive output (CV = 0.19) was similar to that 

reported by other researchers, but my estimate of spatial variability in survival was larger 

(CV = 0.34).  Habitat metrics explained 36 and 93% of the spatial variability in 

reproductive output and survival, respectively.  Although I found a variety of habitats 
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within spotted owl territories in the central Sierra Nevada, my results suggested that 

forests comprised of medium and large trees and having high canopy cover were 

correlated with higher territory occupancy and higher individual survival rates.  The 

influence of forests comprised of large trees with 30 - 69% canopy cover on population 

parameters was equivocal.  My results indicated that there is great potential for 

supporting this population by enhancing forests comprised of medium and large trees.  

However, the effect of converting these same forests having high canopy cover to forests 

having low canopy cover is unknown. 

 

Key words: California spotted owl, capture-recapture, components of variance, habitat 

modeling, Sierra Nevada, Strix occidentalis occidentalis, survival, territory colonization, 

territory extinction. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Understanding California spotted owl (Strix occidentalis occidentalis) population 

response to forest management has been one of the primary concerns of managers in the 

Sierra Nevada for over a decade (Verner and Taylor 1992, Federal Advisory Committee 

1997, U.S. Forest Service 2001, 2004).  Habitat management guidelines promulgated by 

public land management agencies have been controversial because the forests inhabited 

by spotted owls have high economic value and various groups want these forests used for 

different purposes.  Moreover, the amount of habitat individual owls require to survive 

and reproduce is unknown.  Although Gutiérrez et al. (1992) noted that the California 

spotted owl apparently uses a wider variety of habitats than the northern spotted owl (S. 

o. caurina), it is not known how different habitat types affect spotted owl demography.  

 Many studies have examined habitat use and selection by spotted owls in the 

Sierra Nevada (Bias and Gutiérrez 1992, Call et al. 1992, Moen and Gutiérrez 1997, 

Hunsaker et al. 2001, Chatfield 2005), yet few have linked measures of owl fitness (i.e., 

survival and reproductive output) to habitat quality.  Morrison (2001) argued that wildlife 

habitat use and selection studies were overly descriptive and provided little information 

regarding what resources are important to population performance.  Further, Van Horne 
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(1983) and Krebs (2002) noted that in order to assess habitat quality, it is necessary to 

understand how habitat specific demographic rates ultimately influence population 

regulation.  Because different habitats theoretically confer different levels of fitness on 

individuals, the quality of a habitat can be measured by the fitness of individuals 

occupying that habitat (Fretwell and Lucas 1970).  Therefore, the next step for 

understanding California spotted owl habitat requirements is to link measures of fitness 

with specific habitat types. 

 Franklin et al. (2000) and Olson et al. (2004) examined the relationships between 

population parameters and habitat at the territory scale for northern spotted owls.  They 

estimated that population parameters were positively influenced by the amount of “late-

seral stage forest,” and also by the amount of edge between late-seral stage forest and 

other habitats.  In the southern Sierra Nevada, North et al. (2000) estimated that 

California spotted owl reproductive output was positively correlated with foliage volume 

immediately above the nest, and Hunsaker et al. (2001) estimated reproductive output 

was positively correlated with the amount of forest with >50% canopy cover at larger 

spatial scales (72 - 430 ha).  In the northern Sierra Nevada, Blakesley (2003) estimated 

that California spotted owl territory occupancy, reproductive output, and survival were 

positively correlated with the area of forest dominated by large trees with high canopy 

cover.  However, she also found that habitat characteristics and survival varied little 

among owl territories, and her best habitat models for reproductive output and territory 

occupancy explained only a small amount of the variability in her data. 

 Although there appears to be a positive correlation between California spotted 

owl reproductive output and canopy cover at some spatial scales, the relationship 

between other habitat variables and reproductive output, and between habitat and other 

population parameters, remains unresolved.  Understanding the relationship between 

habitat quality and survival is vital because survival of owls >1-year-old likely 

contributes more to population rate of change than other population vital rates (Noon and 

Biles 1990, Chapter 3).  In addition, it is not known if either the spatial distribution of 

habitats influences habitat quality or if habitat fragmentation affects population 

parameters of California spotted owls.  I addressed these questions by examining the 
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relationships between habitat conditions within owl territories and population parameters 

using long-term mark-recapture data from a population of California spotted owls.  I 

estimated the correlation between habitat metrics and both survival and reproductive 

output of owls >1- year-old, the magnitude of spatial variability in survival and 

reproductive output, and the ability of habitat metrics to explain this spatial variability.  I 

also estimated which habitat metrics were correlated with territory colonization and 

extinction probability.  Lastly, I examined correlations among population parameters to 

estimate whether habitat was affecting population parameters similarly, and to estimate 

whether spotted owl habitat studies that relied solely on presence to determine habitat use 

were good at predicting habitat quality. 

 

STUDY AREA 

 My 925-km2 study area was located in the north-central Sierra Nevada, California 

approximately between the Rubicon and American Rivers.  Within this area, I surveyed 

owls on a 355-km2 “Density Study Area” from 1986 to 2004.  The entire area was 

surveyed each year regardless of land ownership or historic occupancy by owls.  In 1997 

I initiated a “Regional Study Area,” which surrounded the Density Study Area.  I 

surveyed historic owls sites and owl sites I located from 1997-1999 within the Regional 

Study Area, but I did not survey completely the areas between owl sites. 

 The Sierra Nevada was the dominant physical feature of the area with 

mountainous terrain and steep river canyons.  Elevations ranged from 366 to 2,401 m.  

Climate was Mediterranean, with cool wet winters and hot dry summers.  From 1962 to 

1995, average annual precipitation was 158 cm at Blodgett Experimental Forest (located 

on the study area at 1,340 m elevation; Olson and Helms 1996).  Thirty-five percent of 

precipitation fell as snow.  Average minimum temperature in January was 1°C and 

average maximum temperature in July was 28°C (Olson and Helms 1996). 

 Vegetation on the study area was influenced by elevation, topography, soil, and 

disturbance history.  Sierran Mixed Conifer Forest was the principal vegetation type 

(SNEP 1996).  Dominant tree species were ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and white 

fir (Abies concolor).  Other common tree species were sugar pine (P. lambertiana), 
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California black oak (Quercus kelloggii), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and 

incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens).  The Red Fir Forest vegetation type was less 

abundant but common at higher elevations, and was dominated by red fir (A. magnifica) 

and lodgepole pine (P. contorta).  Montane Manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.) Chaparral, 

Black Oak Woodland, and barren rock were less abundant but locally important 

vegetation types or landscape features (SNEP 1996). 

 

METHODS 

Field Methods 

 I surveyed spotted owls from 1 April to 28 August 1986-2004, following methods 

described by Forsman (1983) and Franklin et al. (1996).  I used night surveys to establish 

owl presence in an area and daytime surveys to locate roosts and nests, assess nesting 

status, and capture owls (Seamans et al. 2001).  I estimated individual reproductive 

characteristics by feeding owls live mice and observing the fate of the mice (Forsman 

1983, Franklin et al. 1996).   I attempted to capture and band all spotted owls detected 

following the methods of Forsman (1983) and Franklin et al. (1996).  Once captured, I 

fitted owls with a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service locking aluminum band on the tarso-

metatarsus of one leg.  On the opposite leg, owls >1-year-old were marked with a unique 

color band and tab combination while juvenile owls were fitted with a color band unique 

to their cohort (i.e., year of hatching).  Juveniles were refitted with unique color bands 

and tabs if they were subsequently recaptured as territory holders.  I determined the sex 

of owls by the pitch of their calls and their behavior (Forsman et al. 1984).  I identified 

four age-classes based on plumage characteristics (Forsman 1981, Moen et al. 1991): 

juvenile; 1-year-old (first year subadult); 2-year-old (second-year subadult); and > 3-

years old (adult).  I only used data collected after 1989 for analyses because of potential 

bias associated with limited survey effort in the early years of study (see Chapter 2). 

 

Population Parameters 

 I estimated annual survival and reproductive output of owls >1-year-old and 

territory colonization and extinction rates to characterize the population biology of owls 
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on my study area and to examine the relationship between habitat characteristics and 

population dynamics.  I estimated annual survival of owls >1-year-old by treating 

individuals as the sampling unit and using data comprised of a bird’s initial capture and 

subsequent resighting of its color bands.  Although the recapture period was long (from 

April through August each year), I assumed no mortality during this period.  I observed 

only 3 deaths of owls >1-year-old from April through August during the 15-year study, 

and low mortality during this period was reported for northern spotted owls (Franklin et 

al. 1996), which suggested my assumption was valid for analytical purposes.  I created a 

capture history for each owl (e.g., Lebreton et al. 1992) that consisted of 0’s (not captured 

or resighted in a year) and 1's (captured or resighted in a year).  Any resighting of an 

individual in a year was considered a capture for that year.  Each individual capture 

history included attributes that identified the individual by sex, age at initial capture, and 

site where it was captured or recaptured.  When I modeled survival with habitat 

covariates I treated an individual who moved to a different site in a subsequent year as a 

loss on capture (Jolly 1965, Franklin et al. 2000).  While this resulted in loss of 

information, it was necessary because I could not be sure exactly when an owl switched 

sites, thus, I could not be sure what habitat (old or new site) should be associated with the 

survival interval.  In addition, my estimates of survival should be considered “apparent 

survival” because they reflect the probability of an owl surviving and remaining within 

the sampling population (Franklin et al. 2000).  However, permanent emigration of owls 

>1- year-old was probably rare, as estimated in northern spotted owl demographic studies 

(Raphael et al. 1996, Forsman et al. 2002).  I could not estimate survival during the 

interval from birth to the first year individuals occupied a territory because very few of 

the individuals that were banded as juveniles subsequently settled on the study area 

(Franklin et al. 2004). 

 I estimated the average number of young produced per female per year by 

dividing the total number of young observed by the number of females checked for 

reproductive output.  I assumed detection probability of young was 1.0 after two visits to 

a site (Franklin et al. 1996).  Each individual reproductive history included attributes that 
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identified the age of the female each year, and the territory occupied.  I considered female 

age as a factor in the analyses of reproductive output. 

 I considered habitat characteristics as spatial metrics that varied among owl 

territories, and I associated habitat metrics from each territory with the capture and 

reproductive output history of its occupant(s) when analyzing individual survival and 

reproductive output.  Therefore, my estimates of the relationship between habitat metrics 

and survival and reproductive output were conditional on territories being occupied by 

captured individuals with reproductive output known.  Thus, I interpreted my habitat 

models with care for two reasons.  First, because results from habitat analyses and 

estimation of spatial variability were conditional on territory occupancy, it could have 

appeared that some territories that were only occupied a few years had high quality 

habitat.  For example, it was possible that a territory was only occupied by spotted owls 3 

of the 15 the fifteen years of study, but, because of good environmental conditions 

occurring by chance during those 3 years, the individuals fledged young.  Thus, habitat at 

this territory may not have been optimal had I used the territory as the sampling unit 

instead of the individual owls, and considered the number of young fledged from this 

territory during the entire 15 years of study as the variable of interest.  Second, it 

appeared that changes in habitat due to fire or logging might have caused some owls to 

switch territories.  Because I truncated capture histories when owls switched territories, 

results from survival analysis will not always convey the effect of reduced habitat quality 

within territories. 

 Because of the caveats associated with the interpretation of survival and 

reproductive output models, I also estimated territory extinction and colonization 

probabilities, which were vital rates of site occupancy (MacKenzie et al. 2003).  Results 

for these analyses were not conditional on occupancy because the territory was the 

sampling unit.  Territory colonization probability was the probability that a territory 

unoccupied in year t becomes occupied in year t+1, and territory extinction probability is 

the probability a territory occupied in year t is unoccupied in year t+1.  I used the term 

territory to depict the spatial location and area (400 ha; see below) from which I 

estimated habitat metrics.  I used the term territory with the understanding that all the 
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area from which I estimated habitat metrics may not have been defended.  However, most 

of this 400 ha was probably part of the actual territory because: (1) owls were located in 

these areas during surveys by imitating conspecific calls and listening for a response (a 

territorial behavior); (2) my analysis area for each territory contained all nest known 

locations; and (3) all areas surrounding the nest were always vocally defended by owls.  

Regardless of a strict definition of territory, the 400 ha analysis area was probably well 

within the area used by individual owls because owl home ranges were approximately 

800-1,600 ha on my study area (Laymon 1988, Call et al. 1992). 

 

Habitat Metrics and Habitat Models 

 Forest Cover Map.  I created a vegetation cover map of the entire Density Study 

Area and for each Regional Study Area territory using an iterative process based on aerial 

photographs and digital-ortho-quarter-quads (DOQQs) in combination with extensive 

ground sampling of vegetation (Chatfield 2005).  My goal was to create a map that would 

accurately depict forest cover types that might be important to spotted owl demographics.  

Thus, I consider forest types as “habitat” in the sense that spotted owls preferentially 

selected and used different forest cover types that they required for survival and 

reproduction (Block and Brennan 1993).  I defined forest cover types using dominant 

vegetation type and structure (Chatfield 2005).  Vegetation structure was determined by 

tree diameters at breast height and canopy cover.  I combined mixed-conifer and fir 

forests into one category I termed conifer because there was little fir forest at owl sites.  I 

further categorized conifer forests based on their structure (Table 4.1).  Canopy cover 

was estimated ocularly from aerial photographs and at field plots using a densitometer.  

My procedures and sampling resulted in the delineation of 8 cover types (Table 4.1; 

Chatfield 2005).   

 To create cover type maps, I first digitized polygons around relatively 

homogeneous areas of vegetation on DOQQs in ArcView 3.2 (Environmental Systems 

Research Institute, Redlands, Calif.).  I considered the DOQQs as the starting point for 

mapping vegetation because they were spatially explicit (i.e., maps could be placed in a 

geographic information system and spatially referenced using Universal Transverse 
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Mercator coordinates), and were created from photographs taken during the middle of the 

study period (1998).  Concurrently, I used aerial photographs taken in 1996 and 2000 to 

aid with delineation of relatively homogeneous forest patches.  Minimum mapping unit 

(patch size) was 0.09 ha.  I took the digitized maps into the field to refine my 

classification.  I then sampled vegetation at plots randomly placed within polygons to 

assist with vegetation classification, to aid the training of the two observers who 

classified stand types from the DOQQs, and to derive map accuracy assessments (see 

below).  I visited each territory on multiple occasions to further refine polygon 

classification and polygon boundaries.  

 To determine map accuracy, I estimated the cover type at 160 plots, randomly 

placed on the density study area.  Plots were located in the field using a global 

positioning system (Garmin 12XL; Garmin Corporation, Olathe Kans.).  Without prior 

knowledge of map classification, each plot was classified into one of the 8 cover type 

classes using visual observations.  Excluding the water/barren rock category, I estimated 

that the overall map classification accuracy was 83% (Chatfield 2005).  Only one class, 

large trees with low canopy cover, was classified correctly <75% of the time (68%).  In 

addition, after combining forests of medium and large trees having high canopy cover 

into one metric (AMT57; Table 4.1), this merged class was 91% accurate. 

 I used aerial photographs to estimate years when timber harvest occurred and the 

cover type before harvest.  Full aerial photograph coverage of the study area was 

available for 1986, 1991, 1996, and 2000.  This provided 4-5 year time frames within 

which I knew harvest had occurred.  I determined the actual year of harvest using a 

variety of methods: (1) records for public land harvest from the USDA Forest Service, 

Eldorado National Forest; (2) records extracted from my own field notes from 1990-

2004; (3) records kept by U.C. Berkeley Blodgett Experimental Station; and (4) core 

samples of trees.  For this latter method, I estimated the year of harvest by counting rings 

from core samples of  >4 trees immediately adjacent to a clear-cut or within a thinned 

stand, and estimated the number of years since “competitive release” (a sustained 

increase in width of tree rings associated with reduced competition from other trees).  I 

validated this method by estimating the year of harvest for 4 areas with known harvest 
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date.  One wildfire occurred during my study in 2001.  I digitized the boundaries of the 

wildfire area and harvest units using the DOQQs (if harvest occurred <1998), aerial 

photos (if harvest occurred >1997), and by locating boundaries in the field using a global 

positioning system.  I back-estimated cover type of burned or harvested areas using aerial 

photograph interpretation.  Using this process I was able to create a cover map of each 

territory for each year of study. 

 Habitat Metrics.  I developed habitat metrics from my forest cover maps for each 

owl territory each year that described the amount of habitat, juxtaposition of habitat 

patches, and degree of fragmentation (Table 4.1).  I defined a territory as a circle with 

radius 0.5 the mean nearest neighbor distance of occupied territories on the density study 

area averaged over the years 1990 to 2002.  This distance, 1,128 m, resulted in a circle 

encompassing 400 ha.  I determined the center of the circle for each territory by taking 

the average location of owls from each year the territory was occupied.  If I located a 

nest, this location was used as the territory center for that year.  If I located only roosts in 

a year, the mean of the roost locations was used as the center of the territory for that year.  

I used only roost locations within a year separated by >7 days.  The area encompassed by 

this circle was approximately one quarter to one half of the estimated home range size for 

spotted owls in the central Sierra Nevada (Laymon 1988, Call et al. 1992).  Bingham and 

Noon (1997) estimated that, during the breeding season, most (60-70%) northern spotted 

owl-pair telemetry locations were within about 22% of their home range, and that this 

“core” area encompassed all nests and nearly all roosts.  My 400 ha circle encompassed 

all nests and >90% of all known roosts at each territory.  Thus, it appeared that the area 

from which I estimated habitat metrics represented the owl’s “core” habitat and, thus, 

was important to the owls for survival and reproduction.  I estimated habitat metrics 

using the spatial analyst extension in ArcView 3.2 (Environmental Systems Research 

Institute, Redlands, Calif.).  I estimated elevation for a site (ELEV) as the average 

elevation of territory centers from each year the territory was occupied.  I considered 

polygons of homogeneous habitat, or polygons that resulted from the merging of forest 

types, as “habitat patches.” 
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 I examined the literature and used my own observations of spotted owls to create 

metrics that depicted habitat conditions I believed were important to spotted owl 

population dynamics at the territory scale.  Nest sites of spotted owls on my study area 

were typically associated with forests comprised of large trees (>53 cm diameter at breast 

height [dbh]) and high canopy cover (>70%) at a micro-site scale (Bias and Gutiérrez 

1992, Moen and Gutiérrez 1997, Bond et al. 2004).  At the territory scale, Moen and 

Gutiérrez (1997) found that spotted owl sites (457 ha circles) had more habitat comprised 

of large trees (>60 cm dbh) than sites found in the general landscape, although this was 

not statistically significant.  Also at the territory scale, Chatfield (2005) found that 

spotted owls on my study area tended to select territories that had more area of medium 

and large trees with high canopy cover than expected.  Roost sites also exhibited high 

canopy cover, but were located in areas with medium sized trees (>27.5 cm diameter at 

breast height [dbh]) in addition to large trees at the micro-site scale (Bias and Gutiérrez 

1992, Moen and Gutiérrez 1997).  Using telemetry to quantify spotted owl habitat use 

approximately 80 km north of my study area, Call et al. (1992) estimated that owls 

selected foraging sites dominated by large trees (>53.2 cm dbh), use of medium sized 

trees was equal to expected, and owls used clear-cut and shrub areas less than expected.  

Based on the above associations, I considered the amount of habitat with coniferous trees 

>30.5 cm dbh having canopy cover >70% (AMT57), and the area of the largest patch of 

this habitat type (MAXP57) to be important metrics.  I also considered the amount of 

core area (COR57) comprised of this habitat type as an important metric.  I estimated 

COR57 as the area inside AMT57 forest patches that was >100 m from the edge of the 

patches.  This distance was used by Franklin et al. (2000) in a similar analysis of northern 

spotted owl demographics, and was based on the distance from the forest edge where 

conditions (e.g., wind, moisture, temperature) within the stand tend to stabilize (Spies et 

al. 1994).  

 It is not known if habitat comprised of large conifers (>60.9 cm dbh) having 

canopy closure <70% (AMT6) might be positively related to spotted owls demographic 

rates in the Sierra Nevada.  Whether this habitat type is positively or negatively related to 

population parameters is important because treatments proposed in the 2004 Forest 
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Service Management Plan to reduce the spread of wildfire (U.S. Forest Service 2004) 

will likely convert many patches of AMT57 into this habitat type.  In addition to other 

metrics, Chatfield (2005) demonstrated that spotted owls preferentially selected AMT6 

on my study area.  Thus, I created metrics estimating AMT6 and COR6 (the additional 

area of core habitat when AMT6 was merged with AMT57 patches).  To quantify other 

habitat types that might be related to spotted owl demographics I created metrics 

estimating the area of hardwood forest (AMT1), and area of brush/sapling conifer and 

pole conifer forest (AMT23), both of which have been suggested to be important to owls 

because of their presumed potential to produce prey (Franklin et al. 2000).  In addition, 

because some researchers found medium sized timber to be used proportional to its 

availability but did not find canopy cover to be a good predictor of owl habitat (Call et al. 

1992), I created a metric quantifying all area of conifer forest with mean dbh >30.4 cm 

(AMT4567). 

 Although Moen and Gutiérrez (1997) estimated that spotted owl roost and nest 

sites on my study area were more heterogeneous than expected by chance using the 

Baxter-Wolf Index, I chose not to use indices for a couple of reasons.  It was unclear 

whether this index, or other indices, represented habitat fragmentation or habitat 

heterogeneity.  Fragmentation can be thought of as a discontinuity in habitat that results 

in a change in population processes, while heterogeneity can be thought of as the 

diversity of vegetation types, amount of each, and their distribution on the landscape (Li 

and Reynolds 1994, Franklin and Gutiérrez 2002).  Further, indices meant to quantify 

heterogeneity typically do not represent the components of heterogeneity equally (Li and 

Reynolds 1994).  Therefore, I attempted to directly quantify fragmentation by estimating 

the number of patches (PAT57 and PAT1), amount of patch edge (EDGE57), maximum 

patch size (MAXP57), distance between patches (DIS57), and amount of interior forest 

(COR57, COR6).  In addition, estimates of COR57, and COR57 in conjunction with 

EDGE57 can be considered as measures of patch shape (Groom and Schumaker 1993, 

Franklin et al. 2000).  Although Chatfield (2005) did not find any of the above metrics 

depicting fragmentation correlated with owl site selection at the territory scale, I believed 

it was worth exploring their relevance to spotted owl demographics. 
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 Habitat Models.  Of the 5 hypotheses summarized by Gutiérrez (1985) to explain 

the apparent association of northern spotted owls with forests dominated by large trees, 3 

were potentially relevant to spotted owls at the scale and resolution at which I quantified 

habitat: favorable microclimates; prey availability; and avoidance of predators.  

Therefore, I incorporated my habitat metrics into a priori hypotheses relating population 

parameters to habitat while considering these hypotheses.  I used my own observations of 

spotted owls and previous studies that related spotted owl demographics to habitat to aid 

in formulation of hypotheses.  I also adopted some of the key a priori hypotheses 

developed by Franklin et al. (2000).  I then translated all hypotheses into statistical 

models that represented the relationship between habitat characteristics and spotted owl 

population parameters.  I considered linear, quadratic, and log-linear forms of all metrics 

(Franklin et al. 2000).  A linear relationship hypothesized a linear increase or decrease in 

a population parameter with increasing or decreasing change in a habitat metric (xi).  A 

quadratic form (xi + xi
2) hypothesized an opposite relationship between average and 

extreme values of a metric with a population parameter.  A log-linear form (loge[1+xi]) 

hypothesized a threshold effect in which there was an increase or a decrease in a 

population parameter in response to an increase in the value of a habitat metric, but only 

up until some value of the metric at which point the slope of parameter estimate 

approached 0.  

 I first developed 14 a priori initial models, all in the linear form (Table 4.2).  For 

survival (�) I considered all habitat models with and without the effect of owl age (a; 

subadults vs. adults), and for reproductive output (R) I considered all habitat models with 

and without the effect of female age.  I predicted that 1 and 2-year-old owls would 

experience lower survival and reproductive output than owls >3-years old (Seamans et al. 

2001).  Seamans et al. (2001) also found that females >1-year-old experienced lower 

survival than males >1-year- old, thus, I included sex as a factor in survival models.  In 

addition, I considered habitat models with and without the effect of ELEV.  In general, I 

have observed that territories at higher elevations appeared to fledge more young and 

were more frequently occupied.  Thus, I predicted that survival, reproductive output, and 

territory colonization probability increased with elevation, and territory extinction 
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probability decreased, although this was contradictory to what Blakesley (2003) found in 

the northern Sierra Nevada. 

 Mature forests with high canopy cover are thought to provide protection from 

predators such as great horned owls (Bubo virginianus), increase availability of primary 

prey species such as the northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus), and provide 

suitable microclimates (Gutiérrez 1985).  Blakesley (2003) found that site occupancy by 

California spotted owls in northeastern California increased with the amount of forest 

comprised of large trees having high canopy cover, and decreased with the amount of 

non-forested habitat within nest areas (203 ha).  Franklin et al. (2000) and Olson et al. 

(2004) found that northern spotted owl survival increased with increasing amounts of 

mature forest.  Therefore, I hypothesized that the amount of forest comprised of medium 

and large trees having high canopy cover, and the core area and maximum patch size of 

this habitat type, would be positively correlated with spotted owl survival, reproductive 

output, and territory colonization, and negatively associated with territory extinction 

(models 1, 2, and 14).  I also hypothesized that survival and territory colonization would 

be negatively correlated with the area of hardwood forest and sapling-shrub and pole-

stage conifer forest (Franklin et al. 2000), whereas site extinction probability would be 

positively correlated with amounts of these habitat types (models 7 and 8).   With one 

exception, I did not include highly correlated metrics (r > 0.6) in the same model.  The 

one exception was model 12 (r = 0.85 for MAXP57 and COR57) that was the top ranked 

a priori survival model of Franklin et al. (2000).  Because there was relatively little 

information on the value of forests with low canopy cover to spotted owls, I included 

metrics depicting those habitats in addition to AMT57 (models 3-6).  Models 5 and 6 

were especially relevant to the recent U.S. Forest Service management plan for the Sierra 

Nevada because a substantial portion (> 25%) of the large-tree high canopy cover habitat 

outside of protected zones in the Sierra Nevada is proposed for conversion into low 

canopy habitat.   

 Although Franklin et al. (2000) found that reproductive output was negatively 

associated with the area of interior forest (my COR57 metric) and positively associated 

with the amount of edge between mature and old-growth conifer patches and other 
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habitat types, I hypothesized that the amount of interior forest would be positively 

correlated with reproductive output because spotted owls on my study relied heavily on 

northern flying squirrels for food (Verner et al. 1992).  Northern flying squirrels in the 

Sierra Nevada probably reached their greatest abundance in large stands comprised of 

large trees with high canopy cover (Williams et al. 1992, Waters and Zabel 1995).  

However, woodrats were also important food for owls on my study area, and likely 

reached their greatest abundance in hardwood and shrub areas at lower elevation 

(Williams et al. 1992).  Therefore, I hypothesized that the amount and number of patches 

of hardwood forest would be positively associated with reproductive output (models 7-9).  

I also examined interactions between AMT1, AMT57, and COR57 in models 1, 2, and 7, 

and between ELEV and AMT1 and COR57 in model 8 (Table 4.2). 

 Widely spaced or highly convoluted patches may increase energetic demands 

during foraging, may expose spotted owls to potential predators, and may negatively 

impact the micro-climates that the owl depends upon by increasing edge effects (Ting 

1998, Franklin et al. 2000).  Thus, I hypothesized that the dispersion and shape of patches 

would affect spotted owl demographic rates (models 9-14).   In these models, I again 

hypothesized that AMT57 and COR57 would be positively correlated with survival, 

reproductive output, and territory colonization, and negatively correlated with territory 

extinction.  I also hypothesized that fewer patches (PAT57) and a single large patch of 

medium and large trees with high canopy cover (MAXP57) would be positively 

correlated with survival, reproductive output, and territory colonization, and negatively 

correlated with territory extinction.  I hypothesized that the amount of patch edge of 

AMT57 would be negatively correlated with survival and territory colonization.  

However, I hypothesized that the amount of edge would be positively correlated with 

reproductive output (Franklin et al. 2000) and territory extinction.  Edge between AMT57 

and other habitats may function as an ecotone where spotted owls have greater access to 

prey such as woodrats (Franklin and Gutiérrez 2002).  Lastly, I hypothesized that 

distance between patches of AMT57 would be negatively correlated with survival, 

reproductive output, and territory colonization, and positively correlated with site 
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extinction because of higher energetic demands resulting from increased travel distances 

between patches. 

 

Analyses 

 Model Selection.  I used Akaike’s Information Criterion corrected for small 

sample size (AICC) to rank competing models for each demographic parameter.  The 

smaller the AICC value for a given model the better the model was at approximating the 

structure in the data, given the set of models examined (Burnham and Anderson 1998).  I 

calculated Akaike Weights (w) following Burnham and Anderson (1998).  For a given 

model i, wi can be thought of as representing the weight of evidence for it being the best 

model in the set of models.  I computed model likelihood as the weight for the model of 

interest divided by the weight of the best model.  Although I examined linear and 

nonlinear forms of metrics for each model, for ease of interpretation I presented only the 

top ranked form of each model. 

 Survival.  I estimated survival and recapture probability (p, the probability that an 

animal alive in year t is captured or recaptured) using Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) models 

(Lebreton et al. 1992) in Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999).  Using tests 2 and 

3 from Program RELEASE (Burnham et al. 1987) I assessed goodness-of-fit (�2/df or ĉ ; 

Burnham and Anderson 1998) on a global model {�a*s*t, pa*s*t}, where a, s, and t were 

age (subadults vs. adults), sex, and categorical time.  I first modeled recapture rate 

structure while using the global structure on survival.  I examined age and sex effects on 

recapture rate structure individually, and in conjunction with categorical, linear, and log-

linear time effects.  I also used the mean number of young fledged per female from my 

reproductive analysis (see below) and annual survey effort as covariates to model 

recapture rate.  Annual survey effort was the total time each year devoted to daytime 

surveys.  I selected the best recapture rate structure based on the model with the lowest 

AICC, and used this structure for all subsequent survival modeling with habitat 

covariates.  I used maximum likelihood to estimate parameters and a logit function to link 

habitat coefficients to real parameter estimates (Lebreton et al. 1992). 
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 I used time-varying individual covariates to model habitat and account for annual 

changes in habitat.  Thus, if timber harvest or wildfire resulted in a change in habitat at a 

territory, this was reflected in the habitat covariates attached to the individual capture 

histories for the territory.  I used a variance components analysis (Searle et al. 1992) to 

estimate the amount of variation in survival among sites explained by my best habitat 

model.  I estimated spatial variability ( 2ˆ spatialσ ) in survival among sites using a means 

model in the variance components module in Program MARK (White et al. 2001).  To 

estimate the amount of spatial variability in survival explained by my best habitat model, 

I first estimated the expected survival rate for owls on each site each year using the time-

varying habitat covariates from my best model.  Next, I calculated the average survival 

for each territory (ϕ~ ), by weighting individual annual estimates by the reciprocal of their 

standard error.  I then calculated the amount of variation explained by my best habitat 

model as:  
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where the number of sites (n) was 68 (Burnham et al. 1987).  I also examined the 95% 

confidence intervals around the slope parameters to assess the strength of the relationship 

between habitat metrics and survival. 

 Reproductive Output.  I used mixed model analysis of variance with maximum 

likelihood estimation to analyze the number of young fledged per female (Littell et al. 

1998, Franklin et al. 2004).  I considered year and territory as random effects, which 

allowed me to control for non-independence among sampling units.  I used PROC 

MIXED in Program SAS (Littell et al. 1996) to fit models.  Before analyzing habitat 

models, I used restricted maximum likelihood to fit covariance structures within the 

blocking effects.  I used a general structure on fixed effects, {Ra+T}, where a was age 

(subadults versus adults) and T was a linear time structure, and compared the following 

structures using AICC: log-linear variance, compound symmetric, and first-order 
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autoregressive (Littell et al. 1996).  I then used full maximum likelihood with the top 

ranked covariance structure to model the number of young fledged with habitat metrics.  

Although I modeled the number of young fledged per female using the same a priori 

models used to model survival, I hypothesized reproductive output would respond 

differently to some metrics (Table 4.2). 

 My mixed model analysis of variance was essentially a variance components 

analysis (Searle et al. 1992), thus, I was able to directly estimate spatial variation 

( 2ˆ spatialσ ).  I calculated 2ˆ spatialσ  using an intercept-only model within the restricted 

maximum likelihood approach.  I assessed the performance of my best habitat model by 

examining the amount of 2ˆ spatialσ  accounted for by the habitat covariates ( 2
elmodσ̂ ).  I also 

examined the breadth of the 95% confidence intervals around the slope parameters to 

assess the strength of the relationship between habitat metrics and the number of young 

fledged per female. 

 Occupancy Vital Rates.  I used Program MARK to estimate territory 

colonization and extinction probabilities following MacKenzie et al. (2003).  For this 

analysis, I examined territory occupancy by females only.  Although it might have been 

informative to examine pair occupancy, I was not sure of the most appropriate way to 

code data for a single male or single female response during a survey.  Unpaired 

territorial female spotted owls appear to be rare on my study area (I have found only 2 

females I believed were unpaired during my entire study).  In addition, male spotted owls 

were typically more vocal and easier to detect than females (Reid et al. 1999).  Thus, 

detection of a female was usually the limiting factor in determining pair occupancy of a 

site. 

 I used the results from survey data, 1996-2004, to model colonization and 

extinction probability on the Density Study Area.  Inclusion of data before 1996 resulted 

in many models that would not converge.  I suspected this was because there were a few 

sites that were not surveyed before 1996.  I coded results as “1" if a female was detected 

during a survey, and “0" if a female was not detected.  I conducted 2 to 9 surveys at each 

site each year.  I considered a complete survey as one daytime survey or nighttime 
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surveys in which all survey locations (points) associated with a site were surveyed.  I 

omitted surveys <7 days apart.  Surveys within years were not conducted simultaneously 

across territories. 

 I structured models to estimate territory extinction probability (�), colonization 

probability (�), occupancy probability during the first year (�1996), and detection 

probability (p) during the primary (among years) and secondary (surveys within years) 

periods.  I first modeled detection probability using a categorical time structure on 

extinction and colonization probabilities.  For both the primary and secondary periods, I 

examined the following temporal structures: means (“.”; no temporal variation); linear 

(T); quadratic (TT); and log-linear (LT).  I selected the top detection probability structure 

based on AICC, and used this for all subsequent modeling. 

 I modeled territory extinction and colonization probability using the same a priori 

habitat models that I used to model survival and reproduction (Table 4.2).  I predicted 

that territory colonization probability would follow the same response patterns to habitat 

metrics as survival, while territory extinction probability would exhibit an opposite 

response to all metrics.  I used the same set of time-varying individual habitat covariates 

to model territory extinction and colonization probability.  I modeled territory extinction 

probability with habitat while holding territory colonization probability constant, then 

modeled territory colonization probability with habitat while holding extinction 

probability constant.  I took this approach because the number of potential combinations 

when habitat was considered with both parameters in the same model was large. 

 Although I expected differences in colonization and extinction probabilities 

among territories, MacKenzie et al. (2003) noted that an assumption of these models is 

that parameters are constant across sites, and that failure of this assumption introduces 

unknown heterogeneity into estimates.  My use of individual covariates relaxed this 

assumption somewhat, but to what extent was unknown.  I compared models using AICC 

and drew inferences based on the breadth of the 95% confidence intervals of the slope 

parameters. 
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RESULTS 

Survival 

 I used capture histories from 135 female and 105 male spotted owls >1-year-old 

for survival modeling.  Thirty-eight owls switched territories between years, and I treated 

these as losses on capture.  The overall goodness of fit for the global model indicated the 

data fit the model adequately ( ĉ  < 1).  Utilizing a global structure on survival {�a*s*t}, I 

concluded that the best recapture rate structure included annual recapture rates 

constrained by daytime survey effort.  For my top survival model (Table 4.3), the slope of 

the parameter estimate for daytime survey effort for recapture rate was precise (	effort = 

3.874, SE =  0.839).  I used this recapture rate structure for all subsequent survival 

modeling. 

 The top three survival models were >7 times as likely as all other models based 

on AICC weights (Table 4.3).  The top model {�s+COR57+LAMT1+LAMT23} indicated that 

males had higher survival than females, survival increased linearly with increasing area 

of interior forest (	COR57 = 1.594, 95% CI = 0.265 to 2.923), and survival decreased, up to 

a point, with increasing area of hardwood forest (	LAMT1 = -1.560, 95% CI = -2.553 to -

0.568; Fig. 4.1).  Although the sign of the slope parameter suggested a decrease in 

survival with a log-linear increase in the area of sapling and pole conifer forest, the 

estimate was not precise (	LAMT23 = -1.248, 95% CI = -3.224 to 0.728).  The form of the 

top model was: 

 

T23)1.2481(LAM-T1)1.5602(LAM-COR57)(5938.1)SEX(0420.05886.1exp[1
T23)1.2481(LAM-T1)1.5602(LAM-COR57)(5938.1)SEX(0420.05886.1exp[ˆ

+++
++=ϕ

 

with SE(	0) = 0.281, SE(	S) = 0.180, SE(	COR57) = 0.678, SE(	LAMT1) = 0.507, and 

SE(	LAMT23) = 1.008.  SEX was a dummy variable coded 0 for females and 1 for males.  

Habitat covariates were standardized before estimation of the above equation to improve 

numerical optimization: COR57/160; AMT1/160; and AMT23/350. 

 The second ranked model, {�s+AMT57+AMT1+AMT23}, was similar to the top model 

{�s+COR57+LAMT1+LAMT23}, in both the sign and magnitude of the slope parameters.  This 
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was not surprising because the area of medium and large tree conifer forest having high 

canopy cover and the area of interior forest were highly correlated (r=0.84).  The only 

other competing model (<4 AICC units), {�s+ELEV+LAMT4567+COR57}, indicated survival 

increased linearly with increasing amounts of interior forest (	COR57 = 1.645, 95% CI = 

0.312 to 2.978), and also suggested that survival increased, up to a point, with the total 

amount of forest having average dbh >30.4 cm (	LAMT4567 = 3.339, 95% CI = 0.867 to 

5.811).  The sign of the slope parameters suggested survival increased as the area of large 

tree conifer forest having low canopy cover and the area of interior forest having low 

canopy cover increased.  However, the ranking of models containing these two metrics, 

and precision of their slope parameter estimates (	AMT6 = 0.684, 95% CI = -0.112 to 

1.480; 	COR6 = 0.938, 95% CI = -0.327 to 2.202), suggested they were not strong 

predictors of survival. 

 Using a means model on survival with random effects {�territory, peffort}, I estimated 

overall survival of owls >1-year-old as 0.812 (Table 4.5).  Spatial variation in survival 

among territories was high (Table 4.5).  Model {�s+COR57+LAMT1+LAMT23} explained 93% 

of the spatial variation in survival, indicating that the areas of interior forest, hardwood 

forest, and sapling-pole sized conifer forest were good predictors of spotted owl survival 

on my study area. 

 

Reproductive Output 

 I used 425 observations of annual reproductive output from 125 females for 

analysis of reproductive output.  The best covariance structure was autoregressive, 

indicating observations close in time were more correlated than observation further apart 

in time.  The effect of female age on reproductive output was strongly supported by the 

data; model {RA2} was 10.1 AICC units below model {R.}.  Model RA2 indicated 

subadults fledged fewer young than adults (	A2 = 0.404, SE = 0.121).  I used female age 

in all subsequent modeling with habitat covariates. 

 There were many competing models relating habitat to reproductive output, 

suggesting uncertainty in model selection.  Model {RA2+LCOR57+LPAT1} best fit the data 

(Table 4.3) and suggested that spotted owl reproductive output varied by the loge of 
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interior forest and the loge of the number of patches of hardwood forest.  Precision of 

slope parameter estimates indicated interior forest was a poor predictor of reproductive 

output (	LCOR57 = -0.142, 95% CI = -0.685 to 0.401)), and the number of patches of 

hardwood forest was negatively correlated with reproductive output (	LPAT1 = -0.101, 

95% CI = -0.191 to -0.010), which was opposite of my prediction (Table 4.2).  The only 

other metric that appeared to be a good predictor of reproductive output was elevation.  

Model {RA2+ELEV} suggested that reproductive output increased linearly with increasing 

elevation (	ELEV = 0.952, 95% CI = 0.197 to 1.707). 

 Using a means model I estimated that female owls >1-year-old fledged an average 

of 0.756 young per year.  Variation among owl sites in reproductive output was similar in 

magnitude to that of survival (Table 4.5).  The top model {RA2+LCOR57+LPAT1} explained 

only 36% of the variation in annual reproductive output among territories.  The second-

ranked model, {RA2+ELEV}, also explained 36% of the variability among territories.  The 

number of competing models, lack of habitat metrics with confidence intervals that did 

not include 0, and the small amount of spatial variation explained suggested that the 

habitat metrics I chose were not good predictors of reproductive output. 

 

Territory Extinction and Colonization Probability 

 I used the survey and detection history of females from 46 territories on my 

Density Study Area to model territory extinction and colonization probabilities.  

Preliminary modeling indicated that detection rate was relatively constant among years, 

but increased within years based on the loge survey number (	 = 0.771, SE = 0.169).  

This log-linear trend suggested that detection probability increased with each successive 

survey at a site, and reached a plateau in later surveys as the rate neared 1.0 (overall 

detection probability = 0.728, SE = 0.014).  For all subsequent habitat modeling, I 

structured detection rate to be constant among years, and vary within years based on the 

log-linear trend of survey number. 

 The number of competing models and similarity of AICC weights indicated there 

was some uncertainty regarding model selection for territory extinction probability (Table 

4.4).  However, 3 of the top 6 models contained the area of medium and large tree forest 
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with high canopy cover in a linear or nonlinear form.  The top model {�1996,�LAMT57,�.} 

indicated that extinction probability was negatively related to the loge of the area of 

medium and large tree forest having high canopy cover (	LAMT57 = -3.518, 95% CI =        

-6.711 to -0.326).  This model indicated that as the area of medium and large tree forest 

having high canopy neared the maximum observed for territories (257 ha) the probability 

of extinction reached an asymptote near 0 (Fig. 4.2). Competing models, 

{�1996,�LMPS57,�.} and {�1996,�LCOR57,�.}, suggested similar patterns using correlated 

metrics, and model {�1996,�AMT4567,�.} suggested a similar pattern with extinction 

probability declining as the area of forest having average dbh >30.4 cm increased.  These 

latter three competing models had slope parameters with confidence intervals that 

included 0 (	LMAXP57 = -3.258, 95% CI = -6.661 to 0.125; 	LCOR57 = -4.168, 95% CI =      

-8.713 to 0.378; 	AMT4567 = -3.720, 95% CI = -7.645 to 0.205).  Model 

{�1996,�AMT57+AMT6,�.} was also a competing model and suggested extinction probability 

was negatively correlated with area of large tree forest with low canopy cover.  However, 

precision of the slope parameter (	AMT6 = -1.033, 95% CI = -2.778 to 0.712) suggested 

that the area of large tree forest with low canopy cover was not a strong predictor of 

territory extinction. 

 Model selection uncertainty was not as great for territory colonization probability 

as for extinction probability (Table 4.4).  Competing models suggested colonization 

probability was positively correlated with the area of medium and large tree forest with 

high canopy cover and the area of interior forest, and was related to some form of the 

area of hardwood forest and the area of sapling-pole conifer forest (Table 4.4).  The top 

model {�1996,�.,�AMT57+AMT1+AMT1^2+AMT23} suggested territory colonization probability 

increased linearly with increasing area of medium and large tree forest having high 

canopy cover (	AMT57 = 4.002, 95% CI = 0.935 to 7.061), decreased linearly with 

increasing area of sapling-pole conifer forest (	AMT23 = -11.913, 95% CI - -21.044 to        

-2.782), and was negatively related to mean values of the area of hardwood forest (	AMT1 

= -11.108, 95% CI = -18.772 to -3.444; 	AMT1^2 = 12.024, 95% CI = 3.494 to 20.555).  In 

general, model {�1996,�.,�AMT57+AMT1+AMT1^2+AMT23} indicated colonization probability was 

low for small values of the area of medium and large tree forest having high canopy 
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cover, and colonization probability was highest with large values of the area of medium 

and large tree forest having high canopy cover and the area of hardwood forest (Fig. 4.3).  

The second-ranked model {�1996,�.,�COR57+AMT1+AMT1^2+AMT23+AMT23^2} suggested similar 

patterns as the top model; colonization probability increased linearly with increasing area 

of interior forest (	COR57 = 5.052, 95% CI = 0.229 to 9.875), and was negatively related to 

mean values of the area of hardwood forest (	AMT1 = -11.292, 95% CI = -19.405 to           

-3.179; 	AMT1^2 = 11.558, 95% CI = 2.796 to 20.320) and area of sapling-pole conifer 

forest (	AMT23 = -28.629, 95% CI = -49.344, -7.913; 	AMT23^2 = 44.949, 95% CI = 1.896 

to 88.002).  The area of large tree forest having low canopy cover appeared in a top 

model {�1996,�.,�AMT57+AMT6}(Table 4.4), but precision of the slope parameter estimate 

suggested it was not a strong predictor of territory colonization (	AMT6 = 2.439, 95% CI = 

-0.176 to 5.053). 

 

Relationship Between Population Parameters 

 Based on my top habitat models, expected values of survival (based on estimates 

from 1996-2004) were moderately correlated with territory colonization probability (r = 

0.54), and slightly more correlated with territory extinction probability (r = -0.65; Fig. 

4.4).  The lower correlation between survival and colonization was the result of a few 

sites that had high values for the area of hardwood forest; area of hardwood forest was 

negatively correlated with survival but large values were positively correlated with 

colonization probability (Fig. 4.3).  The area of medium and large tree forest with high 

canopy cover and the area of hardwood forest were uncorrelated (r = -0.11).  This 

suggested owls might have been selecting some territories with large amounts of 

hardwood forest for colonization, yet these territories did not promote high survival.  I 

did not examine correlations between reproductive output and other parameters because 

of the performance of habitat models in predicting reproductive output. 

 

DISCUSSION  

 California spotted owls have been found in many habitats within their range 

(Gutiérrez et al. 1992, LaHaye et al. 1997).  On my study area, Moen and Gutiérrez 
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(1997) and Chatfield (2005) found spotted owls in many forest types, but they also 

reported that owls were selecting sites comprised of mature coniferous forests having 

high canopy cover.  I found that forests having these same structural attributes (medium 

to large trees with high canopy cover) were positively associated with spotted owl 

survival and territory colonization probability.  Territory extinction probability was 

negatively associated with these forest types.  In addition, habitat metrics that included 

the amount of hardwood forest, brush-sapling, or pole coniferous forest were all 

negatively associated with population parameters.  Thus, at the scale I measured habitat, 

it appeared that forest types other than mature coniferous forest were negatively 

correlated with owl survival and probability of site occupancy.  

 I did not find that increasing habitat heterogeneity or fragmentation had a positive 

relationship with owl population parameters, which was different than reported from 

northern spotted owl studies (Franklin et al. 2000, Olson et al. 2004).  Both Franklin et al. 

(2000) and Olson et al. (2004) found that reproductive output was positively correlated 

with increasing amounts of edge between forests dominated by large trees with high 

canopy cover and other habitats, and Olson et al. (2004) suggested a similar relationship 

for survival.  My models hypothesizing a relationship between demographic parameters 

and habitat metrics that represented habitat heterogeneity or fragmentation, and patch 

shape, were not competing models.  However, the amount of interior forest within owl 

territories was an important factor in explaining spatial variation of vital rates.  The 

amount of interior forest was related to both the shape and area of interior forest patches, 

and can be considered a measure of fragmentation.  Thus, increasing amounts of interior 

forest can be interpreted as either more or larger patches of contiguous forest dominated 

by medium and large trees.  Although confidence intervals for the amount of edge did not 

include zero in my a priori survival model {�s+COR57+EDGE57^2}, I was less confident about 

the effect of edge because this model was not a competing model.  Further, because the 

area of interior forest and the area of medium and large tree forest with high canopy 

cover were highly correlated (r=0.84), and models containing these habitat metrics were 

always competing models, it was not possible to fully separate the importance of patch 

shape from the amount of mature forest.  The correlation between these metrics suggested 
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that the shape of mature forest patches was relatively consistent among owl sites.   Thus, 

for the scale at which I quantified habitat, I concluded that the effect of habitat 

fragmentation was either neutral or negative for all population parameters, which was 

fundamentally different than that reported for the northern spotted owl. 

 Although the demographic parameters I estimated for this California spotted owl 

population were, in general, not positively related to metrics depicting habitat 

fragmentation or heterogeneity, I do not know why this pattern was different from that 

observed for northern spotted owls.  Hypotheses that might explain this difference 

include differences between the subspecies in biology or differences in habitat 

characteristics.  First, although the northern and California subspecies share many of the 

same basic biological characteristics (Gutiérrez et al. 1995), the two subspecies are 

genetically distinct (Barrowclough et al. 2005).  However, although genetic analyses 

suggest there are some inherent differences among subspecies, I do not know if there are 

concomitant adaptive manifestations of genetic differences in behavior.  Second, the 

habitat types and management history within my study area were different than those 

reported for northern spotted owl studies, which could manifest themselves in differential 

population responses to habitat conditions (Verner et al. 1992, Franklin et al. 2000).  This 

could be related to prey base, micro-climactic conditions, nest sites, or the presence of 

predators and competitors. 

 Because individuals likely respond differently to variation in habitat depending on 

spatial scale (e.g., Johnson 1980), and because organisms may require different habitats 

at different points in their life history cycle, I do not imply that habitats other than 

coniferous forest dominated by medium and large trees have no positive benefit to 

spotted owls.  Other habitat types may be important for other population processes, such 

as juvenile survival and dispersal, and may be important at other spatial scales, such as 

selection of suitable nest trees or dispersal corridors.  In addition, I was only able to 

explain 36% of the spatial variability in reproductive output with my habitat models, 

suggesting either that the relationship between reproductive output and habitat was more 

complex than was captured by my models or that, given adequate habitat to survive, owl 

reproductive output was primarily influenced by weather.  Thus, it was possible that 
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hardwoods, non-forested areas, or other habitats were important to population process at 

smaller or larger scales than the scale I used.  For example, Franklin et al. (2000, 2002) 

hypothesized that ecotones between late-seral stage forest and other habitats were 

important for spotted owls, and Zabel et al. (1995) found northern spotted owls may 

forage along these ecotones.  The two main prey for spotted owls on my study, northern 

flying squirrels and woodrats, likely reached their greatest abundance in different habitat 

types; flying squirrels in contiguous blocks forest dominated by large trees (Waters and 

Zabel 1995) and woodrats in either brush and hardwood forest (Williams et al. 1992) or 

younger forest (Sakai and Noon 1993).  Thus, under-stories of brush and a mixed 

hardwood-conifer forest may have been important for owls, yet occurred at a finer 

resolution than I mapped. 

 Variability in the amount of interior forest among sites was responsible for most 

of the spatial variability in owl survival, but I could only attribute 36% of the spatial 

variability in reproductive output to habitat conditions.  Further, my estimate of total 

spatial variability in survival was an order of magnitude greater than that reported for the 

northern spotted owl (Franklin et al. 2000, Olson et al. 2004).  Because population rate of 

change in spotted owls is most sensitive to the survival rate of individuals >1 year old 

(Noon and Biles 1990, Lande 1988), understanding how the spatial variability in forests 

affects spotted owl survival was vital for understanding the population dynamics and 

distribution of this species in the central Sierra Nevada.  The spatial variability in amount 

of interior forest (I hereafter refer to as habitat quality because it is positively related to 

higher owl survival) I observed was the result of both natural and anthropogenic causes.  

Edaphic and local climate conditions, fire history, and topography all likely influenced 

the distribution of cover types on my study area.  Fire suppression and timber harvest 

have also shaped the current distribution of forests (Laudenslayer and Darr 1990, Bouldin 

1999), and were of primary management concern.  From 1990 to 2004 timber harvest or 

wildfire occurred in approximately 80% of the owl sites I monitored.  It was not clear 

which factors, natural or anthropogenic, were most responsible for determining the 

current distribution of habitat, which was related to spatial variability in owl survival.  I 

lacked the historical information necessary for this assessment. 
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 Van Horne (1983) stressed the importance of estimating habitat quality based on 

its contribution to variation in population processes over habitat descriptions based on 

species’ occurrences.  To that end, Franklin et al. (2000) and Olson et al. (2004) 

estimated “habitat fitness potential,” the potential fitness an individual can be expected to 

have by occupying a territory with certain habitat characteristics.  I did not calculate this 

measure because I found habitat to be a poor predictor of reproductive output.  An 

estimate of habitat fitness potential for my owl territories would have essentially been my 

survival models because spatial variability in survival was large and my models 

explained most of this variability.  However, my results corroborated many of the 

findings of Franklin et al. (2000) and Olson et al. (2004).  It was apparent from their 

studies, Blakesley (2003), and my study, that forests dominated by medium and large 

trees, as measured at the territory scale, were important to population dynamics of both 

subspecies.  Further, because examination of habitat quality within the context of 

population parameters leads to much stronger inferences regarding habitat requirements 

(Morrison 2001, Noon and Franklin 2002), my results not only supported but 

strengthened the general contention by Verner et al. (1992) that California spotted owls 

should be considered specialists of these forest types.  

 To my knowledge I am the first to attempt to analyze spotted owl territory 

occupancy in relation to habitat with the approach outlined by MacKenzie et al. (2003).  I 

advocate the use of this or a similar approach in the future because it allows for modeling 

of detection probability.  I believe that not accounting for imperfect detection probability 

or variation in detection rates among or within years may result in biased estimates of 

occupancy.  In addition, when examining correlations with habitat, I suspect that results 

from simplified occupancy modeling should not be compared to results from capture-

recapture estimation of survival where variation in capture probability is properly 

accounted for. 

 Morrison (2001) advocated the use of true experiments to better understand what 

resources are critical for regulating wildlife populations.  The use of randomly assigned 

treatments and controls and manipulation of habitat on an appropriate spatial scale makes 

it difficult to implement such experiments on spotted owls.  However, because timber 
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harvest occurred in many owl territories during my study (approximately 80% of 

territories I monitored experienced timber harvest or wildfire in a portion of the 400 ha 

surrounding the territory center), I first attempted to analyze data within a quasi-

experimental context with habitat change as a treatment factor.  I encountered two 

problems with this approach.  First, there were only a few territories that experienced any 

large-scale habitat change during my study period.  Thus, statistically detecting the small 

effect size would have been difficult.  Second, calculation of the effect of habitat metrics 

on survival and reproductive output, with territory as a random effect, were conditional 

on territories being occupied.  During my study I observed that when most of the forest 

dominated by medium and large trees was lost to wildfire or timber harvest at a territory, 

most owls switched sites.  Thus, owls never “experienced” the treatment effect. 

 

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

 Most forests in the Sierra Nevada are on public land administered by the U.S. 

Forest Service.  The U.S. Forest Service management plan for the Sierra contains explicit 

guidelines for management of spotted owls and their habitats, and calls for large scale 

thinning of forests to protect comminutes and prevent the spread of catastrophic wildfire 

(U.S. Forest Service 2004).  The management plan acknowledges there is uncertainty 

regarding what constitutes quality spotted owl habitat, and what impact thinning of 

forests will have on spotted owls.  My study provides a basis for predicting the effects of 

the management plan, and provides guidance for enhancing owl habitat.  First, based on 

the large amount of spatial variability in survival, there is a great opportunity for 

improving spotted owl populations in the area.  My results suggest that maintaining 

existing contiguous blocks of forest dominated by medium and large trees with high 

canopy cover in owl territories, and allowing forests in earlier seral stages to mature, 

would benefit California spotted owls.  This should increase not only survival, but also 

encourage occupancy of these sites by owls.  I realize this is not easily done, cannot be 

done in some areas, and that these types of forests take many decades if not more than a 

century to develop.  However, this appears to be the most important habitat type for 

maintaining spotted owl populations.  In addition, it is unknown how implementation of 
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the Forest Service plan for the Sierra will affect the distribution of current patches of 

forest dominated by medium and large trees with high canopy cover.  My results indicate 

intensive thinning of forest patches within owl territories that results in a lowering of 

canopy cover may have negative impacts on survival, and may impact occupancy of 

territories.  Therefore, when it is necessary to thin forests, I recommend harvest be 

designed to maintain the interior forest. 

 The U.S. Forest Service management plan will convert some forest dominated by 

large trees having high canopy cover to forests with canopy cover <70% (my forest type 

6).  I estimated that the area of forest dominated by large trees with 30-69% canopy cover 

and the additional interior forests provided by this habitat type were positively correlated 

with owl survival and territory colonization.  However, the slope parameters for these 

models indicated a weak relationship.  Therefore, although this forest type may have 

some benefit to spotted owls, or, at worst, be neutral, management of spotted owl habitat 

in the central Sierra should not target creation of this forest type to supply quality owl 

habitat until we are able to better understand how it is used by spotted owls, and how it 

influences population parameters. 

 It has been noted that linking habitat with capture-recapture studies to estimate 

demographic rates is the most accurate method for determining what constitutes high 

quality spotted owl habitat, and that simple surveys coupled with presence-absence 

approaches to habitat correlates will miss critical links and potential lag effects (Verner 

and Taylor 1992, Noon and Franklin 2002).  My results indicate that previous studies 

documenting the correlation between owl presence and habitat in my study area (Moen 

and Gutiérrez 1997, Chatfield 2005) were successful in identifying metrics that were 

important to owl survival.  However, I found predicted values of occupancy vital rates 

and survival were only moderately correlated.  Zimmerman et al. (2003) estimated a 

similar relationship for California spotted owls in the San Bernardino Mountains; 

territory occupancy and territory fitness were moderately correlated.  My results and 

those of Zimmerman et al. (2003) indicated that drawing conclusions regarding fitness 

conferred by different habitats based solely on the results of presence-absence surveys 

would probably be misleading.  Thus, observational studies linking habitat and 
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demography, or manipulative studies, will be the most reliable methods for understanding 

spotted owl population dynamics. 
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Table 4.1.  Forest cover types used to classify vegetation, and habitat metrics used to 

model variability in spotted owl demographic rates, central Sierra Nevada, California, 

1990-2004.  Metrics were estimated within a 400 ha circle at each site. 

 
Description         Units  
 
Cover Type   
1  hardwood forest (>10 % hardwood canopy cover and <10%  
  conifer canopy cover) 
 
2  brush and/or sapling conifer (<15.2 cm dbh) 
 
3  pole conifer forest (15.2 to 30.3 cm dbh) 
 
4  medium conifer forest (30.4 to 60.9 cm dbh) low canopy  
  cover (30-69%) 
 
5  medium conifer forest (30.4 to 60.9 cm dbh) high canopy  
  cover (>70%) 
 
6  large conifer forest (>61 cm dbh) low canopy cover (30-69%) 
 
7  large conifer forest (>61 cm dbh) high canopy cover (>70%) 
 
8  water or barren rock 
 
Habitat Metric 
AMT1  area of hardwood forest       ha 
 
AMT23 area of brush, and sapling and pole conifer forest    ha 
 
AMT4567 area of medium and large conifer forest >30% canopy cover  ha 
 
AMT57 area of medium and large conifer forest >70% canopy cover  ha 
 
AMT6  area of large conifer forest >30% and <70% canopy cover   ha 
 
COR57 total core area of AMT57 forest      ha 
 
COR6  additional core area of COR57 if AMT6 considered    ha 
 
PAT1  number of distinct patches of AMT1      N 
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Table 4.1 continued. 

  
Description         Units  
 
PAT57  number of distinct patches of AMT57     N 
 
DIS57  mean distance between distinct patches of AMT57    m 
 
MAXP57 maximum patch size of AMT57      ha 
 
EDGE57 amount of patch edge AMT57      m 
 
ELEV  elevation at center of territory       m 
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Table 4.2. General linear form of a priori models used to examine the relationship 

between habitat and spotted owl population parameters (�); apparent survival (�), number 

of young fledged per female (R), territory extinction probability (�), or territory 

colonization probability (�) in the central Sierra Nevada, California, 1990-2004.  

Acronym descriptions are in Table 4.1.  A priori models and hypothesized responses for 

territory colonization were identical to those for survival.   A priori models for territory 

extinction were identical to those for survival, but hypothesized responses were opposite.  

 
      Hypothesized Response 
 
Model    �        R 
  
1.�AMT57   	AMT57>0           	AMT57>0 

2.�COR57   	COR57>0     	COR57>0 

3.�AMT4567   	AMT4567>0   	AMT4567>0 

4.�AMT4567+COR57  	AMT4567>0, 	COR57>0   	AMT4567>0, 	COR57>0 

5.�AMT57+AMT6   	AMT57>0,	AMT6>0  	AMT57>0,	AMT6>0 

6.�COR57+COR6   	COR57>0,	COR6>0  	COR57>0,	COR6>0 

7.�AMT57+AMT1+AMT23  	AMT57>0,	AMT1<0,	AMT23<0  	AMT57>0,	AMT1>0	AMT23<0 

8.�COR57+AMT1+AMT23  	COR57>0,	AMT1<0,	AMT23<0 	COR57>0,	AMT1>0,	AMT23>0 

9.�COR57+PAT1   	COR57>0,	PAT1<0   	COR57>0,	PAT1>0 

10.�COR57+EDGE57  	COR57>0,	EDGE57<0  	COR57>0,	EDGE57>0 

11.�COR57+EDGE57+DIS57 	COR57>0,	EDGE57<0,	DIS57<0 	COR57>0,	EDGE57>0,	DIS57<0 

12.�COR57+MAXP57+EDGE57 	COR57>0,	MAXP57>0,	EDGE57<0 	COR57>0,	MAXP57>0,	EDGE57>0 

13.�COR57+EDGE57+PAT57 	COR57>0,	EDGEP57<0,	PAT57<0 	COR57>0,	EDGE57>0,	PAT57>0 

14.�MAXP57   	MAXP57>0   	MAXP57>0 
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Table 4.3.  Ranking of top models (<4 AICC units) used to examine the relationship 

between habitat and spotted owl annual apparent survival (�) and number of young 

fledged per female (R), central Sierra Nevada, California, 1990-2004.  Habitat was 

estimated in a 400 ha circle centered on owl nests and roosts at each territory.  Acronym 

descriptions are in Table 4.1.  Models �s and R. are included for comparison.  

 
                        Model  
Model   AICca AICc wi

b           Likelihood Kc  
 
Apparent Survivald 
�s+COR57+LAMT1+LAMT23  1108.6 0 0.30 1.00 7 
�s+AMT57+AMT1+AMT23 1108.8 0.2 0.27 0.90 7 
�s+ELEV+LAMT4567+COR57 1109.3 0.7 0.21 0.71 7 
�s+AMT57+AMT6  1113.2 4.5 0.03 0.10 6 
�s   1122.5        13.8 0.00 0.00 4 
 
Reproductive Output 
RA2+LCOR57+LPAT1 1000.8 0 0.22 1.00 8 
RA2+ELEV  1001.2 0.4 0.18 0.82 7 
RA2+ELEV+MAXP57+MAXP57^2 1002.6 1.8 0.09 0.41 9 
RA2+ELEV+AMT4567 1002.9 2.1 0.08 0.35 8 
RA2+ELEV+LCOR57 1002.9 2.1 0.08 0.35 8 
RA2+ELEV+AMT57 1003.3 2.5 0.06 0.29 8 
RA2+ELEV+LCOR57+LEDGE57 1003.6 2.8 0.06 0.25 9 
RA2+LCOR57+LAMT1+LAMT23 1004.1 3.3 0.04 0.19 9 
RA2+AMT57+LAMT1+LAMT23 1004.3 3.5 0.04 0.17 9 
RA2+ELEV+AMT4567+LCOR57 1004.8 4.0 0.03 0.14 9 
R.   1013.7        12.9 0.00 0.00 5 
  
aAkaike’s Information Criterion correct for small sample size. 

bAkaike weights. 

cnumber of model parameters. 

dannual survey effort used to structure recapture probability for all apparent survival 

models. 
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Table 4.4.  Ranking of top models (<4 AICC units) used to examine the relationship 

between habitat and spotted owl territory extinction (�) and colonization probabilities (�), 

central Sierra Nevada, California, 1996-2004.  Habitat was estimated in a 400 ha circle 

centered on owl nests and roosts at each territory.  Acronym descriptions are in Table 4.1.   

 
                    Model  
Model    AICca      AICc wi

b      Likelihood Kc  
 
Territory Extinction Probabilityd 
�1996,�LAMT57,�.  1629.0 0.0 0.19 1.00 6 
�1996,�LMPS57,�.   1629.9 1.0 0.12 0.61 6 
�1996,�LCOR57,�.  1630.1 1.1 0.11 0.58 6 
�1996,�AMT57+AMT6,�.  1630.5 1.5 0.09 0.47  7 
�1996,�AMT4567,�.  1630.8 1.9 0.08 0.39 6 
�1996,�LAMT57+LAMT1+LAMT23,�. 1631.1 2.1 0.07 0.35 8   
�1996,�AMT4567+LCOR57,�.  1631.3 2.3 0.06 0.32 7 
�1996,�.,�.   1631.6 2.7 0.05 0.26 4 
�1996,�LCOR57+LAMT1+LAMT23,�. 1631.7 2.8 0.05 0.25 8 
�1996,�LCOR57+LPAT1,�.  1631.9 2.9 0.04 0.23 7 
�1996,�LCOR57+LCOR6,�.  1632.1 3.2 0.04 0.20 7 
�1996,�LCOR57+EDGE57,�.  1632.8 3.8 0.03 0.15 7 
 
Territory Colonization Probabilityd 
�1996,�.,�AMT57+AMT1+AMT1^2+AMT23 1628.1 0.0 0.25 1.00 10 
�1996,�.,�COR57+AMT1+AMT1^2+ 1629.3 1.2 0.14 0.55 10 
  AMT23+AMT23^2 
�1996,�.,�AMT57+AMT6  1629.9 1.8 0.10 0.40 7 
�1996,�.,�MPS57+MPS57^2  1630.1 2.0 0.09 0.36 7 
�1996,�.,�AMT57   1630.7 2.6 0.07 0.27 6 
�1996,�.,�COR57   1630.9 2.8 0.06 0.25 6 
�1996,�.,�COR57+COR57^2+EDGE57+ 1631.1 3.0 0.06 0.22 9 

  EDGE57^2+PAT57+PAT57^2  
�1996,�.,�COR57+COR57^2+PAT1+PAT1^2 1631.6 3.5 0.04 0.17 8 
�1996,�.,�.   1631.6 3.5 0.04 0.17 5 
 
aAkaike’s Information Criterion correct for small sample size. 

bAkaike weights. 

cnumber of model parameters. 
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Table 4.4 continued.  

 
dall extinction and colonization models parameterized to estimate site occupancy (�) for 

1996 only; detection probability did not vary among years but varied within years based 

on loge survey number. 
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Table 4.5.  Point estimates and spatial variance components of spotted owl annual 

apparent survival and reproductive output of individuals >1-year-old, and point estimates 

of annual territory extinction and colonization probability in the central Sierra Nevada, 

California, 1990-2004. 

 
 
  Apparent       Reproductive          Territory Territory 
  Survival (�)         Output (R)         Extinction (�)   Colonization (�)  
 

θ̂    0.8128  0.7562 0.1419 0.1771 

)ˆ(θ
∧

SE   0.0264  0.1337 0.0236 0.0382 
2ˆ spatialσ   0.0755  0.0197    

       (0.0547, 0.1104)a    (0.0057, 0.4847)  
 

CV(θ̂ ) 0.3380  0.1856    
2
modˆ elσ b  0.0719  0.0040    
2ˆ residualσ l 0.0036  0.0157     

 

a95% C.I. for 2ˆ spatialσ . 
bamount of spaital

2σ̂  explained by best habitat model. 
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Fig. 4.1.  Apparent annual survival (�) of female spotted owls >1- year-old in relation to 

the amount of hardwood forest and the amount of forest dominated by medium and large 

trees with high canopy cover in a 400 ha circle centered on mean nest and roost locations 

at each territory, central Sierra Nevada, California, 1990-2004.   
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Fig. 4.2.  Annual spotted owl territory extinction probability (�) in relation to the area of 

interior forest dominated by medium and large trees with high canopy cover in a 400 ha 

circle centered on mean nest and roost locations at each territory, central Sierra Nevada, 

California, 1996-2004.   
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Fig. 4.3.  Annual spotted owl territory colonization probability (�) in relation to the area 

of hardwood forest and forest dominated by medium and large trees with high canopy 

cover in a 400 ha circle centered on mean nest and roost locations at each territory, 

central Sierra Nevada, California, 1996-2004.   
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Fig. 4.4.  Relationship between spotted owl territory occupancy vital rates (extinction and 

colonization probability) and apparent annual survival in the central Sierra Nevada, 

California, 1996-2004.  Occupancy vital rates and survival were calculated for each 

territory using the top habitat model from my analysis of each population parameter and 

the habitat metrics measured at respective territories. 
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